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yielding, while its stout oaken frame will be proof ,
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against the wear of a century.
The oak has been withered and waxed, and we are able to send one of these
chairs to your house for only 90. If it is not worth twice that cost to you the first
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yoar, we are poor prophets.

PAINE FURNITURE CO.,
Rugs,
Draperies and Furniture,

48 CANAL ST., BOSTON.

REDUCING STOCK.
BATHING BUITS Ladies' and Misses' Brilliantine Suits, assorted colors and
trimming, reduced from $2.50 to $1.50.
?

JAPANESE FOLDING FANS, 50c dozen. Good values at 25c., to close 5c each.

JEWELRY DEPARTMENT?The balance of a lot of drummers' samples and
odds and ends and small lots, formerly sold at '25c, 38c and 50c, to close at 10c.
MEN'S GOLF SHIRTS, 50 dozen soft front shirts, black and white stripes and
assorted colors, in cheviots, percales, etc., all sizes, same as our neighbors sell
at 49c. Stag, Giant and Princely brandH to close out, 39c.
BICYCLE AND GOLF HOSE ?All our 75c, SI.OO and $1.50 Golf Hose reduced
to close, to 50c pair.
BABIES' MULL AND SILK BONNETS
All the goods in this department,
including Mull and Silk Bonnets, Sun Bonnets, Corded Hats, etc., at half
price or less.
?

Appleton's regular 50c mercerized cotton yam;
JERSEY CORSET COVERS
these are in small sizes only, 17c.
?

WILLIAM H. BRINE,
I TREMONT ST.,

NEW SERIES.
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Notre Dame for the south-western province, St. Louis, Mo.
Tiik Forty Hours' Devotion will take
place next week at St. Mary's Church,
Randolph, and the church of Our Lady
of Czenstochowa, South Boston.

Uneecfa

that country.

OFFICERS:

Tut: Rev. James I*. Kelly of St.
President, Right Rev. Monsignor O'Cal- Joseph's Church, Somorville, Mass., has
laghan, D. D., P. R., South Boston, Mass. been appointed pastor of St. John's
Vice-Presidents: Right Rev. Monsignor parish, North Cambridge, to succeed the
Murphy, Rev. James O'Doherty, P. R. late father llalloran.
Rev. Edward McSweeny, Rev. James
Coyle, Rev. Thomas Broderick, Rev.
The Right Rev. Michael J. llon.w,
Daniel O'Sullivan, P. R., Rev. Thomas D.D., conferred the white veil on ten
Smyth.
novices in the order of Sister-Servants of
Treasurer, Rev. John O'Brien.
the Immaculate Heart of Mary, July 31,
Clerk, Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell.
the novitiate, Carbondale, l'enn.
at
Directors: Right Rev. Monsignor Griffin,
D. D., Right Rev. Monsignor Magennis,
Miss May Agnes Gai.\ in of the class
P. R., Right Rev. Monsignor O'Callag- of 1899, Normal School, San Francisco,
han, D. D., P. R., Rev. John J. Lyons, took the final vows as a Sister in the
Rev. John O'Brien, Rev. Philip J. Presentation Order at the Presentation
O'Donnell, Rov. William P. McQuaid,
Rev. Denis J. O'Farrell, Rev. John M. Convent in that city Aug. 2.
Mulcahy.
Managing; Director,

Rev. John O'Brien.

?

Subscriptions must be paid in advance.
Yearly Subscription
Single Copies

\^

/Milk Biscuit \

a corporation organized under the laws
It is stated that twenty seminarians
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, are to come from France to New Orleans
and consisting of one hundred of the to study for the priesthood, as a result
leading Catholic clergymen of New of Auxiliary liishop Kouxel's visit to
England.

August 2:!, 190-2

. . .

Two Dollars
Five Cents

The lienedictine Sisters of St. Joseph's
Convent at St. Mary's, F.lk Co., Ponn.,

1

Nourishing, sustaining, satisfying.

RATIONAL

W$M fittta

f

BISCUIT COMPANY

iMfc< iHUi

celebrated recently the golden jubilee
of tho introduction of their order into
this country from Eichstaedt, Bavaria,
in 1852.

The cost of subscription may be reduced by paying from two to four years
The Right Rev. John A. Magi ike,
in advance, as follows :
D.D., auxiliary bishop of Glasgow, has
?

$3-00
4.00
5.00

Two Years
Three Years
Four Years

Club rates

:

Five copies to one address for a year
Ten copies to one address tor a year

..

7.50
12.50

Persons wishing to canvass for the
Review must send a letter from their
pastor, when instructions and order
blanks will be mailed.
.Special rates for local advertising.
Printed rates sent upon application.
General Advertising, 20 cents per line,

agate.

Send money by check, post-office order

or registered letter

; not in bills.

Send all money and address all
munications to the
Review

com-

Publishing Co.,

l'J4 Washington St.,
Boston, Mass.

Advertising Manager,

Charles E. Put-

nam, 194 Washington St., Boston.
Entered as eecoml-class matter in the Boston
Poet OfBce, Dec. 1,1888.
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ECCLESIASTICAL
By

ITEMS.

the will of the late Joseph B.
of Boston, the sum oft 6,000 is

(Hover

left to the Carney Hospital.
Bishop

Moeli.er of Columbus dedi-

been appointed archbishop, succeeding
the late Most Rev. Charles Eyro, LL. D.
Archbishop Maguire was born in Glasgow in 1851.
The late Roady Quinn left by will
sr,oo each to the Oblate Sisters of Providence, the Society of St. Vincent dc
Paul, and tho Young Catholics' Friend
Society, and *1,000 to the Little Sisters
of the Poor, Baltimore.

on the Jesuits in North America.

He of the Brothers of Charity for nearly
will consult the libraries of the Vatican, thirty years, in training orphan boys to
become useful and loyal citizens.
of Propaganda, and of the British Museum, and will mako researches in HolRECENT DEATHS.
land.
Archbishop Keane of Dubuque has

church of the Immaculate Conception,
Cedar Rapids, the Very Rev. George
Heer of St. Francis Xavier's, Dyersville,
vows,
.sisters
took
perpetual
Twelve
Rev. P. o'Dowd of St. John
and one made her simple vows for a year the Very
Independence, the Rev. M.
Evangelist's,
tho
Sisters
of
the
convent
of
only, at
Joseph's, Waterloo, and
of
St.
Cooney
Mount Carmel (Third Order), Thibodaux,
the Rev. Mathias C. Lenilian of St.
annual
rethe
close
of
the
late
La., at
Marshalltown, lowa.
treat conducted by the Rev. A. ISiever, Mary's,
S. J.
In the convent chapel of St.Elizabeth's
Portland, Me., Aug. 16, four
The trionnial meeting of the Benedic- Academy,
of Mercy made their tinal vows.
Sisters
Aug.
this
occurred
?">country
tines in
-"
in Atchison, Kan. The twenty-tifth Sister M. Edmund Joseph, formerly
Miss Mary C. Murphy of Bangor: Sister
anniversary of the abbacy of the Right
Rev. Innocent Wolf, O. S. 8., abbot M. Emmanuel Joseph, Miss Honora J.
of Doering, Me.; Sister M.
of St. Benedict's Abbey, Atchison, was Scanlon
Xavier, Miss Margaret A. Toohey of
celebrated Aug. ti.
Hallowell, Me.; and Sister Mary Alexis,
The Month's Mind Mass for the late Miss Ellen Cotter of St. Sylvester,
Archbishop Feehan of Chicago was cel- Canada.
ebrated, Aug. 12, in the cathedral of the
The Most Rev. Louis P. A. LangeHoly Name by Auxiliary Bishop MulO. M. 1., D. D., archbishop of St.
vin,
the
by
doon. The sermon was delivered
Very Rev. P. Y. Byrne, C. M., president Boniface, baptized, July 81, the new
peal of four bells given to the church of
of St. Vincent's College.
Ste. Rose dv Lac, Manitoba, by the Rev.
chapel
at Brackenridge Villa, Brother Anthony, formerly Viscount d'
In the
Tex., Aug. 2, nine young ladies received Aubigny, who has recently joined the
the habit of the Sisters of Charity of the Trappist Order. The largest bell, weigh:!,00ti pounds, bears the archIncarnate Word, the Right Rev. John A. ing over
name. In the morning of the
bishop's
of
San
ofAntonio,
Forest, D.D., bishop
minor orders were conferred
ficiating. (>n July 17, thirty-one novices same day
on Brother Anthony.
vows.

cated, Aug. 10, the church of St.
Thomas the Apostle, Shephard, Ohio.
Six acres of ground in Kansas City,
Mo., have been bought by the Sisters of
Loretto foran academy for young ladies. pronounced their

The Mantotte schism which has exThe Sisters of Charity in Cincinnati
in Ceylon since 1887 has this year
isted
celebrated, last week, the golden jubilee
come to an end, and about 2,000 souls
of their motherhoiise in that archhave
returned to the Church's fold. It
diocese.
was the leader of this schism who conseNine novices took their final vows as crated the ill-famed Yillatte who orSisters of Charity at the ck>se of the an- dained the Anglican monk, Father Ignanual retreat at St Vincent's Convent, St. tius.
John, X. B.
The third annual reunion of the
The Most Rev. William H. Elder, Alumni Association of Mt. St. Mary's
D. D., archbishop of Cincinnati, laid Seminary of the Wost, Cincinnati, Ohio,
the corner-stone of the new St. Joseph's was held, Aug. 5, in Cleveland. The
College, in that city, Aug. 10.
Right Rev. Ignatius Y. Hortsmann, D.D.,
The late Lord Acton's very valuable celebrated pontifical high Mass in St.
library has been purchased by Mr. Agnes' Church, and the business session
Andrew Carnegie, and given to the took place at the Marquette Club.
author, John Morley.
The Rev. Michael P. Hill, S. J.,
Thirty candidates received the black recently of Loyola College, Baltimore,
veil, Aug. 12, at Saneta Maria in Ripa, Md., has gone to Europe to gather tomotherhoiise of the school Sisters of gether material for a forthcoming work

The Very Rev. Canon John 11. Duber-

announced five new irremovable rectors, nard, pastor of the church of the Ascenthe Very Rev. Thomas Gunn of the sion, Donaldsonville, La., died Aug. 1.
Professor Ferdinand Lefebvre, M. I).,

celebrated for his book on the careful

examination made by him into the extraordinary case of Louise Lateau, the
ecstatica, died July 24. Dr. l.efebvre's
book was translated into English by
l'rovost Spencer Northcote.
One of the Review's oldest sub.
seribers who died recently in South
Boston was Mr. John Butler. He began
to read tho Review at its first appearance, continuing to subscribe for it until
the time of his death. He was the oldest
stevedore in Boston, being for the past
ton years assistant wharf overseer for the
N. V., N. 11. and 11. R. R.
The Rev. Theophilo C. Charaux, S.J.,
of St. Mary's College, Montreal, Can.,
died Aug. 10. lie was born in Lorraine in 18:!0, joined the Jesuit order
in 1852, and was stationed St. John's
College at Fordham and at St. Francis
Xavier's Collego, Now York, for some
years. In 1874, he was superior-general
of the combinedprovinces of Canada and
New York. In 1881, his special and important work became the training of
novices and tho spiritual direction of
Fathers making their third year of novitiate at Montreal. He is said to have been
one of the greatest spiritual directors
the order possessed in America. His
golden jubilee occurred last May.
May their souls and the souls of all
The new Industrial School of tho
the faithful departed rest in peace.
House of the Angel Guardian, on Buggies street, Roxbury, is now nearly com- Grand Floral Festival and Carnival
pleted, and the opening will be entirely
at Saratoga, N.Y., Sept. 1-4.
informal. The building will add greatly
The Boston .fc Albany R. R. announces
to the usefulness of the institution, furrate excursion tickets to Saranishing more room and better facilities reduced
toga, N. V., and return at $5J")0 from
for the new departments in manual Boston.
This occasion iiromises to be a royal
training, better equipment for the trades'
disschool, and the practical working of an celebration, consisting of a grandmusic,
of fireworks, reception, with
up-to-date printing plant, with twenty play
at golf links, and ending with a Grand
presses, including a new Cottrell, with Floral Parade and evening ball, for
motor attachment for the large and small which this occasion is celebrated.
Schedules and train service via Boston
job presses, all run by electric power.
,v. Albany R. R. from this territory is
The workshops will be largo and well
unexcelled. Through parlor ear is
ventilated, and lighted throughout by operated in each direction daily, except
electricity. The old building, which Sunday, and a half dozen express trains
served its purpose well, will be used for every day make close connections at
Delaware ,t Hudson R. R.
sloyd, and the making of small articles Albany with
for Saratoga.
for use in kindergarten work. The new
For detailed schedules, etc., call on
school will bo a monument to the labors any Ticket Agent.
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WTehk'sNews.
Bishop O'Gorman arrived at OyThe Pope's Gift ster Bay, L. 1., on Saturday last
to the
bearing a gift from Pope Leo
President.
Xlll. to President Roosevelt, together with a letter of friendliness

and congratulation from the Sovereign Pontiff. The
gift is a mosaic which measures about three by
four feet. The artist so blended the colors of the
stones he used in his work that a very close examination is necessary before one can be sure that the picture is not an oil painting. It is in a heavy gilt frame.'
The Pope's letter is as follows: Mr. President: lam
much pleased with the congratulations which you
addressed to mo ill your letter of May 0. And since,
in addition to the good wishes also expressed by the
governor of the Philippines, you have added a present
of your own works, lam doubly grateful. You, Mr.
President, will surely remember the many expressions
of good will which I have uttered concerning the
United StatM. Nothing could be to me more agreeable than to assure you of ny continued good wishes,
especially at the moment when the negotiations of
Governor Taft, having ended in a satisfactory result
for both sides, have come to strengthen the excellent
understanding between the Church and the United
States authorities. As a token of my satisfaction I
have charged Monsignor o'llorraan to bringtoyoua
mosaic picture from the workshop of the Vatican,
representing our gardens. May I ask you to keep it as
a souvenir and as an expressionof my friendly regard?
Leo MIL
General Botha. Delarey and
The Boer Generals DeWet were received with acin London.
clamation in England,last week.
At Southampton immediately
on their arrival these former enemies of Great Britain
met a gre:it recaption from the governmentofficialsand
the public. Soonalter landing they boarded the steamer
"Nigeria" where Joseph Chamberlain, tho colonial
secretary; Earl Roberts and Oeneral Lord Kitchener
greeted them. They were also introduced to Mrs.
Chamberlain and. Lady Roberts, with whom they
chatted for some time. The Boer generals reached
London in the course of the afternoon and were loudly
cheered In the streets. An enormous crowd of people
gave them a welcome as hearty as that given to Lord
Roberts and Lord Kitchener, when they arrived here
from South Africa. Shouts of "Good old DeWet!"
Our Friend*, the Enemy !" and "Brave Soldier* All"
were frequently heard amidst salvos of cheers. General
DeWet was fairly cornered by a mob and had to be
rescued by the police, who by sheer force cleared a
line of retreat for him. Later they were received by
the King who is reported to have chatted with them
most cordially.
The Moro situation in Mindanao
Signs of Moro
is considered critical. It is beUnfriendliness. lieved that American troops will
soon move against Bacolod,where
the recent murder of two men of the 27th infantry was
plotted. A small party of Moros surprised an ontpost
of tho 27th at Camp Yickars, Mindanao, Aug. 12, and
killed two and wounded one American. They were
from Bacolod, which has a strong fort and other defences. Bitter opposition to the Americans exist there,
and Captain Pershing of the ."ith cavalry, commanding
the American forces at Lake Eanao, has recommended
the roduction of the fort, General Chaffee, who left
Manila, recently, on a final tour of the southern islands, reached Zamboanga, island of Mindanao
Friday of last week. In a conference with the local
commander, he argued that, unless the American forces
moved decisively against the hostiles, they would lose
the support of the friendly Moros.

"

The grand naval parade at Spithead, England, arranged in honor
Navy.
of King Edward's coronation was
a great pageant, but
there is another side to it. From a spectacular point of view the
assemblage of a hundred and odd war vessels in the
roadstead off Spithead was a magnificent show, but to
those looking beneath the brilliant veneer of paint and
polish, it «as evident that the lighting strength of the
lleet washy no means formidable. The lines of ships
wore thickly dotted with Ineffective*. The affair
brought out in tho London papers indictments of the
admirality as well as panegyrics of the magnificent
Englad'sShowy

pageant.

William Laird Clowes, the naval critic and

vol. 28-No. ft.
held on a new coiflplaint sworn out by Assistant 1 listrict
lie was brought to Boston
a week ago.
He is reported to have said that he
does not fear a trial as he can prove by witnesses now
in the Philippines that the evidence given by him
before the Philippine Committee was true.

historical writer, who is supposod to be an authority Attorney John 11. Casey.
on comparative naval Statistics, and who can not be
classed as an alarmist, wrote that while there were a

dozen very efficient battloships olf Spithead and a few
cruisers, all comparing favorably with those of the
best foreign construction, the bulk of the great lleet
was merely an "exhibition of flags, paint and gilding,
and the majority might well be built of cardboard, as
thoy are more dummies too feeble to light and too slow
to run away."
There was a clash between strikStrike Leader
ing miners and deputies employed
Killed.
by the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company at Nesquehoning,
Pa., at 0..'!0 o'clock on last Monday afternoon. Patrick
Sharp, a strike leader, was shot and instantly killed,
the bullet passing through his heart. Officers of the
I' 11 ited Mine Workers soon afterwards swore out a
warrant for the arrest of Harry McElmoy, a deputy,
charging him with homicide. The atl'ray has created
intense excitement throughout the I'anther Creek
Valley, extending from Tamaqua to Nesquehoning and
comprising a population of about 13,000, and it is
feared, as we go to press, that one of the most serious
riots tliat has ever taken place in the anthracite region
will occur before the week is ended.
A curious phase of the mine
Striking Coal Miners workers strike is shown by the
for Canada.
announcement tliat George A.
Whitney, secretary of the
Western Oil Men's Exchange and local homestead
agent for the Canadian government, expects to take
five thousand of the striking miners in Pennsylvania
to Canada. "I outlined my plan at Wilkesbarre," he
says, "to four hundred minors. They were almost
unanimously in favor of it. I could guarantee the men
employment at from |86 to $100 a month and secure
them a land grant from the Canadian government."
He is said to be receiving hundreds of applications.
Official* of the United Mine Workers are said to approve tho scheme.
Sefior Emilio Terry presented his
Break in
resignation as secretary of the
Cuban Cabinet. Department of Agriculture at a
meeting of

the Cuban Cabinet on

Monday. The Cabinet refused to accept the resignation at once and Sefior Terry said he would decide the
matter within four days. The resignation of Secretary
Terry, which was announced in thtl ifawrin on Tuesday,
has caused a great deal of comment. Sefior Terry
told a reporter of the Mundo tliat he had resigned in
order to take a trip to Paris on private business. The
Mun'lo adds that he really resigned because he is disgusted with the mistakesand injustices of tho government policy, which has not followed the lines announced by President Palmawhenhe landed at Gibara.
On the contrary they have been altered to suit
the
demands of cliques. The Mttndo says Sefior Terry
considers that the plan to assist agriculturists has

failed.

Boston will be honored by a visit
When Roosevelt from President Roosevelt next
Comes to Town. week. The following is the arrangement for his reception here:
Sunday, Aug. 24, Lieutenant-Governor John L. Rates,
with a stall officer will meet the prosident on the line
of the New York, New Haven and Hartford railroad
and proceed to Lynn with him. Monday, Aug. 2.">, the
President will take a train at Lynn for Boston at 4.::o.
On his arrival in Boston he will be met by the First
Battalion of Cavalry and will be escorted to Symphony
Hall. After the ceremonies at thehall he will proceed
to the Hotel Touraine, where he will remain until
Tuesday morning, then taking a train for Lowell,
being escorted from the hotel by a dotail of cavalry
out-riders. Governor Crane will receive the President
at the station on Monday, and he will be the state's
guest duiinghis stay. GovernorCrane will also accompany the Prosident to the station on Tuesday morning.
Corporal Richard S. O'Brien of

North Adams, formerly of Company M, Twenty-Sixth United
States Volunteers, who is charged
with perjury before the Philippine Investigating Committee, was brought before Judge Lowell in the
United States District Court, Boston, this week, and
his removal to Washington ordered. O'Brien made
no objection.
He was arrested at Adams, upon a
warrant which was found defective, but later was
Oto
'GBroiens
Washington.

Tho failure of the Turkish govTurkey Needs to ernment to execute agreein nts
Be Reminded. reached long ago on several questions affecting the interests of American citizens has
led to somewhat strained relations between the United
States legation and the Porte, The United States
minister, John G. A. Leishman, has informed the
latter that he will not discuss other matters until the
terms of the settlements already agreed upon are
carried out. Diplomatic circles anticipate, it is said,
further undue delay, which may lead to a sharp reminder from the I'nited States.
The New York grand jury has rePolicemen Accused turned three indictments against
of Clubbing.
police officer*, on charges growing out of the riots which accompanied the funeral of Chief Rabbi Joseph, some weeks
ago. The evidence was presented by District Attorney
Jerome, and was the result of an investigation which
he has conducted Independently of any other investigations. Two of the indictments were returned against
Roundsman James M. Jackson, of the Delancey street
station, and charge him with two assaults in the second degree. The third indictment is against an unnamed police officer, who is understood to be away on
his vacation. The complaints against Jackson were
made on evidence given by Harris Rosenblum, and
Israel Schaeffer, East Side residents. Rosenblum
charged that after his arrest in front of noe's factory
and when he was in the patrol wagon, Jackson hit
him over the head with his club. He was corroborated
by Samuel Ellenstein. who was also in the patrol wagon.
The American Ice Company,
Ice Trust
Withdraws Appeal.

popularly styled the Ice Trust,

has withdrawn its appeal to the
1 mioi States Supreme Court
from the decision of the Court of Appeals of New York
State, holding the Donnelly Anti-Trust Law constitutional. As a result of this action of the company,
Attorney-General Davies is preparing the customary
formal order of the Court of Appeals to carry out the
decision of tliat court. When prepared it will be tiled
at a special term of the state Supreme Court, which
will be held jnNew York by Justice Cochran on Aug.
:<O. The course adopted by the American lee Company
leaves the referee, Myer Nussbaum of Albany, free to
resume his inquiry into the affairs of the company,
in order to determine whether its operations are being
conducted in'restraint of trade, and constitute a monopoly in violation of the anti-trust laws of the state.
A by-election for a successor to William Johnston,
Conservative Member of Parliament for the South
Division of Belfast, who died on July 17, resulted on
Monday 1 st in the election of William Sloan, the
nominee of the Protestant Association, by a majority
of BBQ votes over those cast for Charles W. Dunbar
Buller, the Unionist candidate. The election of Mr.
Sloan has no bearing on the question of home rule.
It indicates, however, a serious split in the Orange
ranks and dissatisfaction with the government's policy.
Mr. Sloan represented tenants' interest, and his election proves that the government's |«>licy in regard to
the Irish land question, etc., is driving a large section
of the lister Unionist* to revolt.
French gendarmes charged with enforcing the
Keligious Associations Law evicted this week the nuns
from the school at St. Meen in Finistere, after a two
hours struggle. A police Commissionerwas wounded.
The decrees have also been executed at Folgnet and
Ploudaniel after serious opposition.
Second Lieutenant Ralph R. McDowell
of the
Twelfth Cavalry, was drowned in Pinto Creek, near
Fort Clark, Texas, on Sunday last. He was bathingand
was seized with cramps. Second Lieutenant Lnsk of
the same regiment almost lost his life in attempting to
re*cne Lieutenant McDowell.
The latter was pro\u25a0noted from the ranks on February 2, 1001.
News has been received at Yokohama that the
small island of Tori Shima, between the Bonin Islands
and Hondo, the main island of Japan, was overwhelmed
by a volcanic eruption between the l:!th and the Isth
of this month. No trace is left of the 190 inhabitants.
All the houses have been demolished, and the island
I* coveredwith debris. The eruption is stillproceeding.
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government -and unfortunately they went. There were
no other priests to take their places and consequently
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Correspondence.

the Indians whom they had converted lapsed back
[In this department we shall publish letters asking for
into paganism, and, deprived of tho protection of the
French Catholics Trusted the Administration.
or giving such information as may be desired
became an easy prey to the wiles of the white Information
Church,
by
our subscribers, provided the writer's name and address
Says the Freeman's Journal: "The Catholics of man. The Church
were confiscated. Religion be given, not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee
lands
a
France ' trusted the administration ' at the last elec- passed away almost altogether. And when in '49 a of good faith. The intention is to give our subscribers
means of interchanging views and of giving information,
tions. Now they are having their reward in the dosopinions
the Ueview will not be responsible for the
ex.
new civilization appeared the Church had to be built but
pressed In such letters. Controversy will not be allowed.]
ing up of Catholic school* and the banishment of up
from ashes. The same thing is likely to happen in
nuns."
the Philippines."
A Plea for Federation.
?
?

*

?

Lying About the King of Spain.
"Having reached the limit of their misstatements
concerning the Philippine situation," says Church
Progress, "the prevaricating correspondents have now
turned their lying pens upon the young King of Spain.
As in the first matter, here, too, there seems to be an
anti-Catholic purpose."
?

.

?

?

Combes' Evil Work.
"Combes has closed the refractory Sisters' schools
in France," says the Western Watchman, "but it is
safe to wager they will reopen next October. This
Combes is a hair-brained fanatic, and he has done more
in one month tc discredit the republic than all his predecessors in thirty-two years."

*

»

»

Justice Our Plea.
"We are not afraid to speak out as Catholic Americans," says the Pittsburg Observer. "Because we seek
justice and declare our intention of acting justly our
Protestant fellow-Christians will have far higher respect for us than if we sat still, mortally afraid to
squeak. He who strikes hard for justice, and justice
only, invariably is heard and heeded. Now the world
knows we are not seoking pity; we are merely asking
for our rights."

*

*

?

?

*

The Federation Meeting.
Discussing the recent convention of the American
Federation of Catholic Societies the Catholic Mirror
says:"The meeting at Chicago has had the effect of
putting the Federation on a firm footing and, in particular, of establishing its relations to other societies
and tt> the cause of Catholic interests, as well as clearing away misunderstandings which newspaper talk
and even the misapprehensions of the friends of the
movement had engendered."

The People Who Dread Facts.

The Northwest Ileciew of Winnipeg, Can., commenting on what it calls the "usual Protestant method of
suppressing the truth," says: "Recently at Regina
there was a flagrant case of this kind. A Catholic
member of the Council of Education suggested that a
Catholic history of England be provided as a reference
book, but the Protestant members frowned this
motion down on the plea that this would lead to disagreement and wrangling among the pupils. And these
are the people that accuse us of dreading facts. They
are anxious that one side only, and that the wrong
side, be presented to the students."
?
* »
Own
Soil.
Friars
on
Our
The
"California furnishes a very good vantage-ground
from which to view the past work of the Spanish
friars," says the Michigan Catholic, "because whatever
civilization was accomplished on the Pacifice Coast in
the earlier days was accomplished by these same
Spanish friars who have so suddenly become inefficient.
It is the truth of history, too, that the very best work
that was done on this continent in a missionary way
was done in the California missions. One does not
have to take Catholic authorities for this statement.
Helen Hunt Jackson was a good enough American
Protestant to suit any one desiring Protestant
authority."
«
?

*

England and France.
"Looking from the outside we judge a country by
its rulers," says the Casket. "In England the masses
of the people are buried deeper in utter heathenism
than those of any country in Christendom; but the
ruling classes are sincerely religious, and therefore we
call England a Christian nation. In France the ruling
classes are atheists, and therefore we call France an
atheistic nation. But the great bulk of the population,
outside the large cities, at least, are good Catholics, and
if they are once thoroughly aroused to the insidious
persecution that is being practiced against them, they
will make their power felt at the polls and France will
become a Christian republic."
«
?
«
The Friars in California.
The San Francisco Leader discussing the present
situation in regard to the friars in the Philippines says:
years since very nearly the same
" It is over a hundred
condition of things existed here in California. The
friars were 'withdrawn' at the demand of the Mexican

*

?

?

*

Nothing New in Faith-Cure.
"A Chicago paper is mistaken in saying," says the
Aye Maria, " that Christian Science and faith-cure
doctrines are new things in religion. The Waldenses
and Moravians in the Middle Ages were faith-eurists;
George Fox, the founder of the Quakers, was another;
and the principle of immediate cure by spiritual or
psychological processes was an article of faith among
the Junipers, the Shakers, the Jerkers, the Mormons,
and even the sober Methodists in the days of their
lirst fervor. An old Cromwellian soldier, Valentine
Greatrakes by name
and the name may not be without significance, - set aside throe days each week to
cure the ailments of the people by the imposition of
hands. Hissuccess was so great as to win for him the
title of 'Stroker.' There is nothing particularly new
about the faith-euro fallacy except the perenially new
gullibility of men and women."
?

?

Something to be Deprecated.
The Catholic Standard and Times expresses the
utmost pleasure at the progress of the movement
known as the Gaelic revival, yet deprecates some
phases of it as follows: 'It is right to state that from
some tendencies discernible both here and in Ireland
on the part of some who have joined the ranks of the
renascence within the past few years it is becoming
evident that their purpose is didactic and intolerant.
They would exclude from the roll of patriotism every
one whose efforts on behalf of Ireland were not spoken
or written in the Irish tongue. They would ostracize
all who could not lay claim to this distinction; they
would deny the laurels of literature to any one soever
who wrote in the Knglish language. Under such a
ruling neither Swift, nor Berkeley, nor Sheridan, nor
Goldsmith, nor Curran, nor Grattan would have any
right to be regarded as illustrious. There is no reason
to believe that the immortal Emmet or the noble Lord
Edward knew the vernacular. If such an attitude as
this be assumed by the leaders of the movement here,
it is not rash to predict failure for it."
* «
*
Little Learning Dangerous.
The newspapers published some time ago an item
referring to the finding in tho Yukon of a petrified
ship believed by some of the Indians to be Noah's
Ark. The comment of the True Witness of Montreal
is as follows: "This ship may 'lie on a high hill,' but
it seems to us more likely that the Indians, or else the
inventor of tho story, lie on a high scale. Suppose a
petrified ship were found on the Yukon, what connection could it have with the Ark that rested on Ararat,
and that certainly went to pieces there? Some time ago
we read of a petrified whale that was found by some
Indians in South America; 'those of them who were
familiar with the Bible' might have declared it to be
their conviction that it was the whale which once
swallowed Jonas. There is no limit to the queer and
wonderful things that may be conceived by both Indians
and white men who are familiar with the Bible. It is
just like the interpretation of that sacred volume; a
clever fellow could twist almost any text into whatever
meaning he desired, and .justify from the pages of Holy
Writ almost any crime. 'A little learning' in Biblical
lore, 'is a dangerous thing.' "
»
* *
Protestant and Catholic Tolerance.
"It is the custom of a certain class of Protestant
controversalists to accuse Catholics of intolerance,"
says the Catholic News. "Now the truth is that in
Catholic countries the people demonstrate their broadmindedness by repeatedly bestowing upon non-Catholics offices in their gift. That is the case in Ireland,
where Catholic electors have no hesitancy in electing
Protestants to represent them in Parliament and elsewhere. The same spirit prevails in Bavaria, another
Catholic country. By recent statistics it is shown that
though more than two-thirds of the population are
Catholics, the non-Catholic university professors considerably outnumber the Catholic professors. Apart
from the faculty of theology, the professors ordinary
and extraordinary at the other three faculties number
220. Of this number only eighty-live are Catholics;
135 are Protestants, three old Catholics and eight
Jews. Munich contains twenty-nine ordinary Catholic professors, thirty-one Protestants and three Old
Catholics; Erlangen, nine Catholics, twenty Protestants and two Jews. Wurzburg, twelve Catholics and
twenty-six Protestants. At the three universities there
are thirty-five extraordinary Catholic professors and
fifty-three who are non-Catholic."

Editor Review:
It often strikes me as strange that we, Catholics, should
pass over in silence, so much that offers just cause for resentment, because offensive, and even insulting, in one
way or another, to our holy faith. Are our sensibilities
so deadened, are we so utterly callous, owing to repeated
wounds of this sort, that we do not experience the sting?
Is this the reason of our muteness. Or, is it indifference,
indolence, apathy? What is it? I recollect, when a child,
asking permission to remain in the room where a sister,
who had been very ill, lay peacefully slumbering, in the
first days of her convalescence. Leave was granted me
on these terms: " Yes, you may, if you are good, and will
not make any noise." Can it be that we are, with regard
to the non-Catholic world, in the position which this con.
ilition implies .' Is this silence the pledge of tolerance, and
is sufferance the badge of all cur tribe? We are tolerated.
We are told we may continue to wear this badge if we are
good, and do not make anynoise. Osainted shades of Paul
and Ignatius I Some means we must take to vindicate
ourselves, if we are men. What means, then, have we at
our command ? None other than the means God has provided, namely, lawful agitation. We must keep alive a
keen interest in us, and in our doings, as also in our attemptings. The most prominent, as surely the most desirable, quality of this agitation should be, not, ostentation,
but persistence. All we need bring to the work is a just
perception, a true sense, of what is due both to us and to
our holy religion, and the earnest desire to induce others
by gentle persevering effort to acknowledge and respect
our rights. Agitate, then, I say, agitate! Weshall never
accomplish anything without agitation. As Christians
and imitators of our divine Master, we are bound to turn
the other cheek, but does that mean that, even after the
display of such heroic endurance, on the part of our
proud, sensitive, human nature, we are to kiss the hand
that smote us. Not even our divine Master stooped to
this, though He suffered in silence. He had His reasons.
He had prophecies to accomplish. We have no prophecies
to accomplish, but we have a mission, a duty to fulfil, and
it is the duty, the mission, of soldiers of the Church militant. Endurance, yes, even Christian endurance, may
have its limits, and, if carried beyond these, may cease to
be a virtue, and become a weakness. There is a limit to all
things Unite. Persecution is our lot, our divinely allotted
destiny. So be it. Does any sane Catholic imagine that
he will live to witness the elimination of this salient characteristic from the life-and history of the one true Church ?
We shall always be persecuted, because we shall always
be misunderstood. The world persecutes everything its
narrow, enslaved spirit can not understand, and we shall
always be misunderstood because, Satan, the father of lies,
will poison men's minds against us. So it was in the
case of our divine Saviour. "If they have called the
Master of the house, Beelzebub, how much more them of
the household." Tolerance is not our privilege, it is our
right; and, to uphold and maintain this right is our
bounden duty, and should be our most earnest endeavor.
But how? By hugging our chains? By the snivelling
silence of the self effaced sycophant? Or, by the streug
and vehement, protest of all our vigorous manhood's virile
powers? " Shall we bend low, and, in a bondman's key,
with bated breath, and whispering humbleness, say this :?
spit on me on Wednesday last;
" Fair sir youme
such a day ; another time
You spurn'd
You call'dme dog; and for these courtesies,"
Shall we plead for it, beg for it, ask it as an alms or,
shall we arise in our united strength, and, by the all-o'erwhelming might of Truth, prevail upon Themis to open to
us her judgment-hall, "to hear us for our cause, and
believe us for our honor" ; and, having batteied down the
wall of prejudice and ignorance, set up a claim for merited
recognition, so manifestly just, that all the world can not
but acknowledge it, so firmly based, that all the powers
of hell will be unable to dispute it? When Truth will
tolerate falsehood, when Beauty will suffer deformity,
and Goodness endure evil, then, and not till then, will
Faith be tolerant of unbelief, Religion of atheism, God of
sin. We have everything with us. Tradition, civilization, truth, beauty, goodness, all that is sacied, all are on
our side; and, in the name of all that is worthy of reverence, what more do we want ? And when we triumph, as
triumph we shall and must,?who doubts it,?- there will
be but one cry of anguish to penetrate to the unexplored
regions of the Beyond, but one wail of bitter despair to
ascend to the Great White Throne, thence to re-echo even
to the very lowest depths of the infernal abyss, carrying
terror and wild dismay throughout the realms of the
Prince of Darkness; and that cry will be the hopeless
acknowledgment of utter defeat which fell from the lips
of the dying apostate, Julian " Galilean, Thou hast conquered." Union is our strength, and Federation, our hope
and our reliance. It is only united action that possesses
the unctious earnestness capable of awakening dormant
energies, united effort alone which displays the concentrated intensity of unanimous aim and purpose that is
sole intiuence that
productive of enduring influence, the
is qualified to become a power, a divinity, that shapes
God,
therefore, speed
ends and thwarts evil designs. May
and prosper Catholic Federation!
M. T. S.
?
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EditoralNotes.
If the rich people afflicted with automobile speedmadness would only continue to do damage to themselves we should not mind it so much.
Tin: Athenavm remarks of the illustrious French

preachers, Bossuet and Bourdaloue, that "their combination of lucidity and eloquence is as fresh as it ever
was."
In view of the present agitation in France the articles
written by our special correspondent from that
country take on more than ordinary interest. Read
the paper on pages 8-9 for a more thorough understand-

ing of the question.
Mil. J. 11. Cannon, High Chief Ranger of the Catholic Order of Foresters, and second vice-president of
the American Federation of Catholic Societies, who
was reported in the daily press to have said of Archbishop Ireland that he wanted to be the "Richelieu of
he ever used the
America" etc., etc., denies
or
whero
such words could
any
words
interview
gave
have been used.
Thk "Romanizing" of the church of England goes
that is, from the Low-church standpoint.
The bishop of Sodor and Man, addressing tho Ladies'
Protestant League, the other day quoted figure* to
prove the growth of this movement. Whereas in 1882,
on apace

?

ho said. "Mass" vestments were worn in 336 churches,
in 18H8 these were worn in 2,038 churches. In ISS2
incense was used in nine churches, and in 1898 in
ninety-one churches. Altar lights were in 1882 used
in 581 churches, and in 18118 in 4,.'!.!4 churches.
Is it not extraordinary that so great a fuss should be
made about tho "wealth of the friars," when lands
estimated at ten millions of dollars supported two
large universities, a dozen colleges, scores of Latin
schools, great numbers of grammar and primary
schools and many churches? A single respectable
university in the United States requires as great an
endowment, and sometimes much greater, than all
this. How utterly fatuous and unreasonable non-

there is question of anything
relating to the Catholic Church, and particularly of
religious orders 1
Catholics become when

"AN ATROCIOUS SLANDER."
These are the heated terms which the Independent
uses to characterize some of the statements in Bishop
McFaul's address before the national convention of the
American Federation of Catholic Societies. We publish the Bishop's address on page 1"> so that our readers may be able to judge for themselves the character
of the offence which arouses the ire of our contemporary.

The Independent quotes from tho address the

following paragraph:
" tine of the letters received by the Federation from
the War Department declares that' it is the purpose
of the Philippine government to maintain in the
archipelago the same kind of free non-sectarian instruction which exists in the United States and which
has proved to be for the .interest of religion and all
religions.' This is an astounding assertion, since
every one knows that the American public school
system has been one of 'lie chief factors in leaving
millions of Americans without the boundaries of any
religious organization; in fact, that it has contributed
largely to the dechristianizing of America."
The Independent in reply says:?
to
" This statement we declare be an atrocious
calumny. It is not true that the American public
Bishop
McFaul hates, has been
school system, which
a chief factor in leaving millions of Americans outIt
is not true that it has
organizntious.
side religious
contributed largely to the dechristianizing of America.' There is no apology possible for such a slander."
The Independent does not, perhaps, mean just what
it appears to say in its excitement. We are sure that
on calm retlection it will withdraw these heated,
thoughtless words: "An atrocious slander, an atrocious
calumny." The tonus imply a false accusation of
crime knowingly made to injure another. Tho Independent suroly does not believe that Bishop McFaul
would knowingly make a false accusation of crime
against any one with the purpose of injuring him.
Then the Bishop is speaking of the public school system and ordinarily we do not talk of calmniating a
system. We calumniate persons such as the friars,
but it is not usual, we think, to talk of calumniating
?

5

5

things or systems. However this consideration one may never find their way into the Church. We write,
way or another is of little importance; we all one timo therefore, under a keen souse of what is duo to our esor another under the pressure of wrathful indignation timable Protestant friends, and because the Independent's error compels us to speak in the interost of
are liable to say more than we mean.
More important than this is the Independent's proof truth. What are tho facts? What are Protestants sayby which it undertakes to show against the Bishop ing regarding the decadence of Protestantism? It is
fliat the various Protestant denominations of the coun- not easy to select from the wealth of material at hand.
try are increasing steadily in membership. It cites " The Failure of Protestantism" is the title of a book
the statistics of the Southern Presbyterian church and written a few years ago down there in the Independent's own bailiwick by Rev. Thomas Dixon, pastor of
of the Congregationalist church and of other denominations, with a view of showing that all these churches the People's Church, New York City. The author's
method of proving his thesis will be seen from the folduring the last twenty years have increased in membership in such proportion as the increase of our poj>- lowing quotation regarding the Baptist denomination.
ulation would lead us to expect. The Independent He says:?
"The Baptists increased 975 during the seven years,
concludes its case as follows:?
1885 to 18!)2. The normal birthrate of the membership,
13,<Hi9, should have given an increase by birth of more
" The country is not being dechristianized by our
than 3,500 during that period; their accessions from
public schools or by any other agency, and it is a slander on our people to say that it is."
other Protestant churches more than balancing the
death rate. The Baptists, therefore, managed to hold
It is difficult to believe that the Independent can be
about one-fourth of the children born into their homes.
Is this holding our own?"
serious in its contentions. Its own pages have borne
He subjects the Methodist, Presbyterian and Luthwitness more than once to the fact that the Protestant
eran
churches to a like examination and finds the repeople of this country are year by year, in increasing
sults
but little more encouraging. But worse than
numbers, taking less and less interest in the Protestant
this
he
tells us that the system of enrollment now in
churches to which they or their parents oncebelonged.
the churches gives no indication of the
vogue
amongst
We are not so sure that rejecting Protestantism necesactual
membership,
because, he tells us, "some of the
sarily implies giving up Christianity; and it may be
churches
the
keep
even
dead on their rolls."
still moro difficult to determine the extent of the InfluOne
of
these
mushroom
records," says Mr. Dixon,
"
ence which our public school system has had in weancollapsed the other day by a fire, and out of a roll
"
over
4,000
of
there could not be found 200 members."
ing its pupils from Protestant churches. Bishop
We beg to direct the attention of the Independent to
McFaul's statements however touching these matters
were made in reply to the claim of the War Department, these figures and ask it to observe how the rolls of memnamely, that our public schools "have proved to be for bership are made up from the dead. These peculiar
the interest of religion and all religions"?a most methods of collecting statistics must convince the
extraordinary claim, now made for the first time so Independent how unreliable are the figures which it
far as we remember, and not at all susceptible of quoted for the benefit of Bishop McFaul. It has been
proof. Rut who empowered the War Department, said tliat one could safely prove any proposition, no
anyway, to decide that our public schools "are in the matter how absurd, by statistics. But a safe guide in
interest of religion?" Has Secretary Root now become the matter of Protestant church attendance is furnished
the judge of what "is for the interest of religion?" In by the daily press, thereligious denominationalpapers,
reply to this autocratic and unconstitutional pretension the sermons, the books written by Protestants, and
there was no need of the Bishop's attempting to say every day's observation and experience. "Why Protwhether our school system has or has not been one of estants don't go to church" is a subject written about
the moans "of leaving millions of Americans without md preached about every day.
One more quotation from Rev. Mr. Dixon:?
the boundaries of any religious organization." Indeed
it is not easy to prove such an assertion; and Bishop
" The plain fact is Protestantism has little hold on
the manhood of New York. The men have deserted
the churches and built clubs and secret societies in
McFaul, in making tho statement, had in mind, doubttheir stead. The attendance on the average at the
less, the complaints and criticisms which Protestants
smaller churches that can not command preachers of
great personal powers is simply beneath contempt."
of every rank have been making of recent years against
President Eliot said recently in Chicago
tho effectof our school system on church attendance and
" I know of no denomination which has not experichurch membership. The Catholic position is simply
enced a great change in attendance. I have felt the
same thing in the chapel at Cambridge. Ihave learned
this, tliat Christian citizens have a right in a Christian since coming here it is also true of the churches in
this city."
country to givo their children a Christian educaThe Watchman, Boston, a Baptist paper, says:
tion. The War Department, in dictating to the
" Any one who takes the pains to compare the acChristian Filipinos, without any warrant of law and
counts of the religious condition of different parts of
our country which appear from time to time in the
against all the traditions and methods of this country,
daily and weekly press and the magazines, will be
impressed with the circumstance that the church
the kind of schools they must have, is acting not only
attendance of children and young people appears
to be
steadily
declining.
violation
of
but
of
our
Pastors
justice
against
in
some
most
universally deplore
and those who are most concerned in counterit;
dearly cherished principles of civil liberty.
acting this tendency frankly admit that they don't
know what to do."
But to return to the Independent's claim that church
As the Independent refers to the Congregational
attendanceand membership has steadily increased durchurches of the north, let us quote for it from the
ing the last twonty years, does it not know that ProtBoston Transcript a brief account of a meeting held
estant ministers and the papers, secular and religious,
havo been discussing for years, " Why people ilon't go in Tremont Temple, Boston, less than two years ago
by the Congregational ministers and prominent memto church?" This is a Protestant not a Catholic combers of that church of Boston and vicinity. Rev. R.
plaint. Let us see what Protestants, ministers, proHeard, D. D. was the first sjieaker, and among other
A.
fessors and others say as to religious decadenceamong
things
he said:?
the people and whether they see any connection be"No Congregalionalist can study the last 'YearBook without a heavy heart. There is not
tween this deplorable fact and our public schools.
cheeriK n
learn that tnr °Ußh the efforts
»*?
Uw?
or! nmembers
of cs?£
030,000
of Congregational churches with a
cash outlay of 57,000,000 for ' home expenses ', there
PROTESTANT CHURCH ATTENDANCE
were received during twelve months a net addition
of
DECREASING.
I.MO to the Congregational churches of the United
States.
We shall not quote even one Catholic authority on
" In other words, 384 persons, in a period twelve
months, and at a cost of $4,300, were able of
this subject, and we beg to assure the Independent and
to secure
one addition to our body of church members. In
our many Protestant readers and friends that we
Massachusetts,
notwithstanding the efforts of 113,000
take
Congregational church members during a period of
up this matter against our will and with regret. * We
twelve months, and a cash outlay for home expenses'
of SI ,1150,000, our church membership suffered a net loss
can find no pleasure in chronicling the decadence of
of 588, and our Sunday-schools suffered a net loss in
Protestantism when this decadence means the swellmembership of 5,370.
" No wonder that some are enquiring, 'What is the
ing of the ranks of deists, materialists, or agnostics.
matter with Congregationalism ? Something is the
' of the Congregamatter.
The proportionate strength
We believe that many very estimable and worthy Prottional denomination in New England as compared
with that of other denominations has been steadily
estants, whose reason and common sense have led them
decreasing for the last fifty years."
to sever all formal connection with Protestant
We have another report of statistics for the Preschurches, remain Christian at heart, and will continue byterian church published in the Boston Transcript
to be influenced in their views and conduct by certain within a year or two. We simply give the headings
as
Christian principle* and traditions even though they follows:?

:
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Presbyterianism's Losses."
" Official
Reports Showing a Steady Decline."
"

In one of the New England Sabbath Protective
League's Annual Reports we read:?
"From 50 to 90 per cent of the population of New England are non-church-goers, and many of them open
Sabbath desecrators aud scoffers. Over 1,000 churches
have been closed on the Lord's day in New England,
and the rural population is, in many instances, almost
without, a Sabbath."
The Rev. (Jeorge Willis Cooke, a Protestant minister, during the last several years has been visiting the

churches of New England and reporting the results of
his visits and observation in articles which appeared
in the Boston Transcript,. We could not quote, of
course, from all this mass of evidence. One of the
titles of these papors will sufficiently indicate their
general character as follows:
Study into the Apparent Causes of the
" A Further
Decline
of Church Attendance."
Rollin Lynde Hartt has been writing in the Atlantic
Monthly and Boston Evening Transcript, on the decadence of religion and morality in our New England
towns. Among other things ho says:?
A distinguished scientist and author once told
me" his explanation of the social stagnation that prevails in decadent villages. They are priest-ridden,'
said he, ' the clergy have forbidden card playing,
dancing and amateur theatricals till the only possible
things that can bring people together socially has
been wiped out of existence.'
" You will soon enough perceive the close relationship between the pleasurelessness of the country and
the wickedness of the country. Vice, malice, and
lives
the incentive to crime find easy entrance intosomethat are deprived of normal recreation. I have
times declared?and pray pardon the hyperbole?that
a weekly bull-fight would be a moral and spiritual benefit to a dead village. It would at least suggest something to think about beside family feuds, personal
slights, devilish meannessesand the inner ravening
of evil passions. But in default of a bull-fight, wouldn't cards and dancing serve as a very wholesome substitute for the sins that now serve as recreations."
To crown and confirm all this evidence on the decline
of roligion in New England we have the famous Fast
Day proclamation of Governor Rollins of New Hamp?

'

shire.

...

decline of the Christian religion," said this
"aThe
marked feature of the times, and steps should be

proclamation, " particularly in our rural communities
is

There are towns where
taken to remedy it.
no church bell sends forth its solemn call from January to January; there are villages where the children grow to manhood unchristened there are communities where the dead are laid away without the
benizon of the name of Christ, and where marriages
are solemnized by justices of the peace."
This proclamation, of course, called forth criticism
and discussion. The ministers of New Hampshire in

;

the Universalist church, Episcopal church, Methodist
church and other churches individually and collectively declared that the Governor in his proclamation
did not overstate the facts.
The Zion's Herald of Boston, commenting on the
Governor's proclamation, said:
?

tells the truth about the religious condition of
" He
the
rural towns and summons the churches of all
denominations to a genuine effort to improve the
conditions. There is no reason, however, for selecting
of religious
New Hampshire as a signal illustration
other
decadence; it is equally and painfully true of thepastor
has
served
as
New England states. The writerstudied the situation
critically
them,
has
in three of
for twenty years, and writes therefore from personal
The
and practical knowlege of the factsand conditions. misrural sections of New England are fast becoming
sionary ground."
We fear our readers may object to our givingso much
no one
space to proving a condition of things that
us,
we are
they
pardon
will
thinks of denying, but,
that
the
lias
Independent
sure, when they remember
McFaul
prove
against
Bishop
seriously attempted to
by its statistics that the membership of Protostant
churches, north and south, and all over the country, is
steadily increasing. Every Protestant outside of the
office of the Independent will agree with us in saying

LACK

OF RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION
SCHOOLS AND ITS EFFECTS.

IN

In August, 1805, the Congregationalist published an
article by Professor J. Irving Manatt, L.L. D., Brown
University, entitled, Shall We Turn Religion out of
School.' No Catholic ever marshaled more reasons in
support of the plea of religion in education than does
Professor Manatt in this eloquent, cogent, and convincing presentation of tho case. He tears into shreds
the usual objection founded on the separation of
Church and state. He shows in how many ways the
state recognizes and supports religion.
"The law," he says, "recognizes the Christian Sabbath, the Christian oath, the Christian thanksgiving,
Christian ministration in Congress, in the army and
navy and public institutions?all exemplifying confession and support of Christianity."
In fact he shows from eminent jurists that " Christianity is part and parcel oj the law of the land;" and
he concludes that " such being the standing of religion
in the state, religion clearly has a rightful place in
public education."
"The state," he adds, "that looks to God in making
its laws and administering justice and gathering the
harvest, which preaches the Gospel to its soldiers and
sailors, and provides Christian ministrations for the
felon and unfortunate must that state forget God
when it takes up the work of shaping the young soul
for its own service and support, to be the life of its
life! The answer of reason is in harmony with the
facts of our history ; the right of the state to build religion into the very foundation of its culture, even as
it is already wrought into the texture of its law, is beyond question."
The article shows that the two great perils of the
state are the decline of public and privato morality and
the rapid and dangerous inroads of anarchy. More
alarming than all is his statoment that " the progressive secularization of the schools has been attendedparipassu by a relaxation of private and public morality
in our natire stock." Has Bishop McFaul said anything against the public schools more severe than this?
?

Why does not the Independent direct its invectives
against Professor Manatt?
In the North American Review for May, 1899, Mrs.
Rebecca Harding Davis wrote an article to show the
defocts of our school system, and in that article maintained that without religious training education is very
often a curse instead of a blessing, but the Independent
so far as we remember failed to denounce her as "an
enemy of the public schools."
Dr. A. A. Hodge wrote in the Princeton Review:
evils resulting from the exclusion of
" The infinite
religion
from the schools can not be corrected by
agencies of the Christian home,
supplementary
the
because
the Sabbath school and the Church
the Sabbath school and Church can not teach history
can
rectify
not
the antiand science, and therefore
Christian history and science taught by the public
The system of public schools must
schools.
?
beheld, in their sphere, true to the claims of Christianity, or they must go, with all other enemies of
Christ, to the wall."
Let the Independent observe that Rev. Dr. Dodge
characterizes the public schools which exclude religion as " enemies of Christ," and as such "they must
go, with all other enemies of Christ, to the wall."

.
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August 23, 1902.

CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.

When ProfessorFoster, following the loarnedLutheran
theologian Delitzsch, quoted a somewhat extended
passage as from the introduction to the Unam Sanclam,
I, of course, never having road the full text of the bull,
had no warrant to oppose myself to so learned a scholar
as Delitzsch, who assures us that he copies from the
original. The passage, it is true, seemed to travel extravagantly beyond the record, to have little pertinency
to the proper purpose of the bull. However, I could
not say into what exuberances of disquisition Pope
Boniface might have been led by his extreme exasperation against Philip the Fair. Therefore I naturally
accepted the quotation as genuine.
Genuine or spurious, it can not, as we have seen, be
cathedratic. To be sure, Foster, whose purpose absolutely requires that it should be, declares that it is, in
utter contompt of nearly the universal body of Catholic divines. Howover, the rest of us, not being endowed with such sublime gifts of theological selfconfidence, have not tho boldnoss to contradict almost
the united schola theologorum.
Nevertheless, the passage, though not binding on
faith, yet, if really found in the introduction to a
decree of the faith, must be construed to agree with
the doctrine of the Church, otherwise, we should
make out Boniface VIII. to havo been a public heretic,
which no one pretends. I therofore gavo a possible
interpretation, by no means very natural or probable,
yet concoivable. Otherwise we should have the Pope
flatly contradicting, as Foster, in his innocent ignorance, supposes him to do, the Canon Law, in its declaration (see the Regosta of Innocent III.) that it is not
dying excommunicate which of itself sends a man to
perdition, but dying excommunicate and impenitent.
However, interpretation, natural or non-natural, lias
turnedout quite superfluous. The editor of the Rkmkw
having perused tho bull as given in extensohy Baronius
in his great work reports to me that there is no such
passage as that adduced by Delitzsch. President Mullan, S. J., of Boston College, has also been kind
enough to go through the bull as found in theßullariuni
itself, and discovers tliat the only words of the introduction bearing on the matter at all are these: "As the

faith requires, we are compelled to believe and hold
Church, likewise Apostolic, and we
firmly believe her and ingenuously confess her; outside
of which there is neither salvation, nor remission of
sins."
Here, we see, is no mention, as in Foster, of heretics
or schismatics, Jews, Saracens or heathen, or reception into the visible fold before the hour of death,
nothing except the declaration that for salvation it is
necessary to be in the Catholic Church. She had, from
Bishop McFaul surely said nothing worse than this of
of old, distinguished between her body and her soul,
our schools.
and Boniface says nothing in contradiction of this imRev. Dr. Abbott in an article in the Outlook, August,
memorial teaching, on which, however, he has no oc1807, wrote:
casion to dwell, as no one could imagine it applicable
"The greatest desideratum in our public school sysand religious
tem is the development of its moral
to contumacious rebellion from the very midst of her
power. By moral power we mean to make its pupils
recognize the laws of right and wrong; by religious
acknowledged communion. If Philip was really a robel
power we mean power to make them recognize the
are
not
empirical
conduct,
rules of
at this time (as to which I give no opinion) of course
truth that these
formulated and enacted for convenience, but are all
he was a conscious and guilty rebel. At the last the

.

one Holy Catholic

?

applications of one great eternal, immutable, divine

The old-time distinction between the secular
Even a factory
and the religious poweris untenable.
on successfully withoutthe
be
carried
or
bank
can
not
that it is steadily declining. Bishop McFaul unintenrecognition of ethical rules resting upon and drawing
their sanction from eternal and immutable law."
tionally, we are sure, appears to give the impression
The Congregationalist, August, 189", alluding to the
of
this
system
is the great cause
that our public school
which prevails throughout New
decadence, and it is for assigning this cause that the spirit of lawlessness
says that laxity of morals has followed laxity
Independent takes him so severely to task. As we Kngland
of belief, and quotes Professor Charles Eliot Norton as
ourselves believe that the great cause of the decadence
very
nature authority for the assertion that this result is due in
of Protestant churches is inherent in the
at least to the lack of efficient moral training in
of these churches, we are unwilling to try to determine part
schools and tinally the Congregationalist
public
on
the the
what influence our public schools may have
this striking sentence:
with
concludes
decline of Protestantism. The Independent, however,
remedy for lawlessness is to be
sure
only
"The
should remember that it was the unwarrantable claim
found in creating Christian homes, Christian schools
communities."
occasion for Bishop
and Christian
of the War Department tliat gave
to
it
Bishop McFaul, therefore, though his criticism of
this,
in
addition
should
remark,
and,
McFaul's
is severe, is sound and Christian in prinremember that very many good Protestant authorities the schools
echoes the opinions and criticisms of
merely
do assign the lack of religious instruction in the public ciple and
best
citizens. The Independent for its
schools as one of the potent causes of irreligion and some of our
abuse owes him an apology.
immorality among our people.
law.

;

?

evil king became spiritually a parricide.
Are we to suppose then that Delitzsch has been imposed on by a forgery? I think not. The passage
seems to be written in all good faith. There is nothing
in it of the clumsy malice of the spurious Jesuit oath,
or of the spurious sacerdotal oath, as given by that
wretchedand voluntary ignoramus and slanderer, J. T.
Christian. The author is evidently a sincere Catholic,
but of a narrow and literalistic temper, who puts Into
the words of Boniface meanings that are not in them.
He is such a man as Manning and Ward declared that
the English Catholics of 1860were. The gloss has then
at some time been Ignorantry confounded with the text,
and Delitzsch seems to have copied from such a cor-

rupted source.
Nothing can countervail this presumption except the
production, from an authentic Bullarium, of these
words as Foster actually gives them. Either there has
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been an ignorant enlargement or a careless mutilation of the bull. Present evidence speaks for the
former.
There is another passage which has been run after
as continually as tho pot of gold at the end of tho rainbow, and with about as small a present prospect of
overtaking it. It is the famous proposition, supposed
to be discoverable among the writings of the Jesuite:
" The end sanctifies the means."
It is a mistake, although Dr. Johnson urges it
against the character of Sir Andrew Aguecheek, to
suppose that there can not be anything really comical
in pure fatuity. There can not be a more utterly fatuous book than Lansing's " Romanism and the Republic," yet the book is running over with comicalities.
Even its pervading wickedness, its unremitting endeavor to confirm Luther's teaching, that the com-

mandment: "Thou shalt not bear false witness

against

thy neighbor," does not bind toward tho Catholics,
can not take away the drollery from the thing. The
wickedness is too feeble to lend itself to deep indigna-

tion. J. T. Christian's book now. published by the
Southern Baptists, is deeply devilish. It might easily,
on occasion, issue in murder or in massacre. But no
one can imagine anything tragic coming out of Lansing's feeble maunderings, except, indeed, as an idiot
might know no bettor than to throw a lighted match
into a powder magazine.
Mental'imbecility sometimes has a very droll cunning, and for its own monkeyish purposes may be
shrewder than intellect. Lansing, being challenged
to show whore a Jesuit has written that the end sanctities the means, and knowing nothing about anything,
not even having found out after months of neighborhood, that Holy Cross is a lesuit college, could not,
to save his neck, produce this obnoxious tonet from a
Jesuit, if there were fifty instances. Accordingly, he

Sunday, Aug. 24.
Fourteenth Sunday after Trinity. Epistle, Calatiaus
v. lii-24; gospel, St. Matthew vi. 24-33. The gospel for
the present Sunday forms a portion of that colebrated
Sermon on the Mount, on which men have meditated
and preached for now nearly two thousand years, ami
have not yet fathomed the full depth and beauty of its
words. We may reverently picture to ourselves the
divine Teacher seated upon the grassy hillside, gazing
down upon the many eager eyes raised to His. That
mulitude was but a type toHim of the multitudes that
shall gather around His spouse, the Church, through
all future ages, to hear her tell of Him; and He was
speaking also to them in spirit, as well as to the men
at His feet, with the fair lilies blossoming near them,
and the birds Hitting hither and thither above their
heads. No man can serve two masters, He says to
thorn, for either he will hate the one, and love tho
other; or he will hold to the one, and despise tho
other, You can not serve God and mammon. And
then He, Who knew well man's heart, and understood
how difficult it was and would bo for His followers not
only to lay aside the craving after wealth and great
possessions, but also to keep from all anxiety about
the future, and the proper maintenance of one's self and
one's family, continued compassionately: Therefore I
say to you, Be not solicitous for your life, what you shall
eat, nor for your body, what you shall put on. Behold
the fowls of the air, for they sow not, noithor do they
reap, nor gather into barns: yot your heavenly Father
feedeth them. Are not you of much more value than
they? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow:
they labor not, neither do they spin. And yet I say to
you tliat evenSolomon, in all his glory, was not arrayed

absolves himself from all obligation of showing that as one of these. Now, if God so clothes the grass of
Jesuits have ever written that the end justifies the the field, which today is, and tomorrow is cast into the
means, by saying that the thing has been taught so oven; how much more you, Oye of little faith? There
often by them as to make futile the attempt of the is a special tenderness about this part of our Blessed
Order to deny it. Here he is safe. When an imbecile, Lord's discourse. He had Himself chosen, when He
liar and ignoramus writes for fools, liars and ignor- came to earth, to be born poor, and to live poor, to be
amuses, the farther he strays from the truth the more a stranger in the foreign land of Kgypt, and to lead at
completely impregnablo he is. So for the present we Nazareth the life of a daily laborer; He knew by
will leave him and his wretched crew to stew in their deliberate choice, by actual experience, tho trials of
own juice, and turn to those that use the intellect of the poor. And knowing all this He still continues: Be
not solicitous, therefore, saying: What shall we eat,
human beings.
Professor John Huber, in his book on the Order, is or what shall we drink, or wherewith shall we be
embarrassed where to find this proposition, but he clothed? Your Father knoweth that you have need of
cites something which under all the circumstances he all these things. Oh, what sins and sorrows and wrongs
thinks may not unreasonably be taken as meaning would be prevented, if men would only put into pracsomething like it. An English Jesuit, indeed, quotes tice this admonition of our Lord, and would only have
a colleague who, in his zeal for some entirely sound faith in His almighty promises. All the difficulty lies
proposition, has vory neaily tumbled over into this in our attempt to serve both Cod and mammon. We
pit. And such occasional approaches of unadvised who are Christians know that by that very fact our life
controversy are thus far all that can be hunted up. should differ from the heathen* whose minds are so
solicitous about food and drink and clothing. In all
Such ill-considered expressions can be found in any trial, howover dark tho day before us, however
uncerschool of ethical writers.
tain the future seems, it is our duty to say to ourselves.
The old Catholics, naturally, are at present pecu- and it should be our unbounded joy to say it: Our
liarly strenuous in controversy with Koine and the Father knows that we have need of all these things;
Jesuits. Some years ago a German old Catholic lie has promised that if we seek first His kingdom and
quoted the very sentence from a German Jesuit: "The
morality of the end determines the morality of the
means." Unluckily the book had gone out of print,
and he could not verify the citation. Lately, however, it has turned up again, and there, sure enough,
are the words in black and white: " The morality of
the end determines the morality of the means." Now
at last, can it be doubted?? we are safe in port, and
the guilty Society is shrivelling to nothing before the
indignant rays of our righteousness. Alas, as Dante
says, " I liave seen a bark, after safely traversing the
wide sea,go downatthe harbor'smouth." The sentence
is in the book, unquestionably, butonly as a blundering
summary of the Index. The text to which it refers is
this: "An act is good when the end is good, the means
are good, and the circumstances are good. If one of
?

these condition* fails, the whole is evil."
What can be done with so disappointing a body?
However, let not the faithful be too disconsolate. They
surely do not think that the resources of the Father of
Lies are exhausted yet.
CIIABLKS C.
Andover,

Mass.

STARBUCK.
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His justice, all theso things shall be added unto us;
and llis word can not fail. How much dishonesty
would be prevented, what forgeries, defalcations, and
suicide* would never come to pass to the overwhelming grief of loving hearts, if we only took God at His
word! Perhaps the very hour we yielded to tho tempter
was God's hour of help, and we would not wait for it.
Let us learn to look up through all cloud* and darkness
to our heavenly lather, and to say to 11 im that He knows
all our needs, and that if He doos not see fit to supply
them in just our way, His way is best; that we cast all
our care on Him; yes, that even though He slay us, we
will trust llim still.
Monday, Aug. 2s.
St. Louis, King of France.
Tuesday, Aug. 26.
!st. Zepliyrinus, Pope and Martyr.
Wednesday, Aug. 27.
St. Joseph Calasanctius, Confessor.
Thursday, Aug. 28.
St. Augustine, Bishop, Confessor and Doctor,
Friday, Aug. 29.
Beheading of St. John the Baptist.
Saturday, Aug. 30,
St. Rose of Lima, Virgin.

Sunday.
I'nder the influence of fear, we support the cross of
Christ with patience; under the more inspiring influence of hope, we carry the cross with a firm and valiant heart; but under the consuming power of love, we
embrace the cross with ardor. Bach suffering is a kiss
of the crucifix. Cod gives everywhere to His
dear
creatures that sublime caress of the cross. Remember
this in your lonely hours, your sleepless hours, your
sad hours,?look then steadfastly at Jesus hanging on

the cross.

Why dost Thou hang there pierced and pale.
With drooping, woe-encompassed head,
And wide, appealing arms, pain fixed,
Hour after hour beside my bed?
rionday.
Patience depends much on silence. Our strength
goes from us when we speak. It is by the aid of
silence that the saints carry such heavy crosses.
Silence is the atmosphere proper to the cross. The
best crosses are secret, and we may be silent under
those which are not secret.
When midnight's heavy spell lies deep
Upon the earth, and nameless fears
Sweep o'er thesoul and pains clutch tight,?
When brims the mourner's cup of tears,
1 hear Thy wounded hand that knocks;
I see Thee there; my sorrows cease
In Thine; and all alone with Thee
I weep for love; Thou breathest, "Peace!"
Tuesday.
The mystery of the Passion is the heart of all the
rest; and more, His Passion itself has a heart, a centre, which is hidden, profound, divinely profound.
Suffering alone opens it to us, not all suffering but
that which is true, contiding, constant. What will
Jesus say to one who with Him has climbed the mountain, and keeps close to the cross with Mary and John.'
And when the shadowy dawning steals
Across the world, and night is done,
A King on that strange throne Thou seem'st,
To Whom our night and day are one;
A Priest, Who, ever pleading, stands
Betwixt the living and the dead;
A princely Victim. Who can bear
A whole world's sins ujxin Thy head.
Wednesday.
Inaction and incapacity But it was by remaining
motionless and nailed to a cross that Jesus performed
the great work for which He came on earth. If those
who are active are the arms of the Church, those who
suffer are its arteries.
So 'twixt the darkness and the light,
I creep beneath Thy sheltering goal;
And bow to feel the slow drops fall
Of that sweet Blood upon my soul.
Thou boldest the secret in Thy heart
Of deathand love?the pain and bliss;
My soul would hear Thy silence speak.
For deep are words, but deeper this !
Thursday.
Certainly Jesus is ours in all His mysteries. Is it
howover, difficult to understand that in none of His
mysteries is there so much abandonment of Himself
to
us as in the mystery of His sufferings?
The dawn and darkness meet and part;
Fresh light is born, old shadows fly;
And still Thou hangest there, as if
Thy only pleasure were to die.
My pains are Thine, I bring them Thee;
And, pressed upon Thy heart divine,
Bundles of fragrant myrrh they seem,
And tinctured with Thy Blood they shine
Friday.
Whatever may be the extremity of pain that any
child of Adam may have to suffer in this world,
he has
God before him, (tod near him, God
like unto him
(tod
and lie hears
saying to him: Behold, all ye
"
that
pass by the way; attend, and see if there be any
sorrow like to My sorrow?"
Ah! who but Thou would e'er have thought
To win us by such wiles divine?
Thou knewest our hearts could not resist
That sweet, strange, dying look of Thine
How shall 1 love Thee? Teach me how!
Love such as this must find its bent
My heart is small; but Thou, sweet Lord:
Will tako its best, and be content.
saturday.
Allow yourself, like St. Paul, to be pressed and
urged by the holy charity of Jesus. Allow this Master
to cast into your heart some spark of that Are which
devoured His own, and which He wishes to see kindled
on the earth. The vocation of all of us is to be
saints.
O sacred Head: O precious Wounds:
0 waiting Heart, tliat drawest nigh'
Into the deep sea of Thy love
1 cast my soul to live and die.

;
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ITEMS OF CATHOLIC INTEREST IN THE MAGAZINES
The Charles River Valley.
The Nexe England Magazine for August is a pleasing
number for the holidays,with its four charmingly illustrated articles on some of New England's country and
seaside places,? the Charles River Valley, Cape Cod,
Westborough and Northborough, and Old York, "a
forgotten sea-port." The frontispiece is a full-page
picture of Charles River from the Charlesbauk, and the
views in the article accompanying it will be familiar
and welcome sights to many Boston readers. A clear
little map is given of the Charles River Valley.
Pictures of the Charles at its tiny and tree-shadowed
source, of the pretty dam at South Medway and the
arched bridge between Franklin and Medway, King
Philip's Bridge, lovely views of Cart Bridge, Dedham,
the Willows, and Newton Lower Falls, delight the eye.
A sketch of Wellesley College and Lake Waban suggests the question why St. John's Seminary at Brighton
with its very picturesque surroundings did not also
engage the artist's careful attention, or why the
novitiate of the Sisters of Notre Dame at Waltham
with its fine educational methods anil its happy and
innocent inmates should not receive some mention in
the narration as well as "the Woman's Prison of Sherborn, opened to criminals in 187"." In connection
with Milford we are told: "The Roman Catholic St.
Mary's Church inherited an ancient bell of exceedingly
rich tone east in Ireland and weighing four thousand
pounds. In 1878 the same parish bought the organ of
the Old South Church of Boston."

Lief Erickson.
A most interesting tradition that links the Charles
River Valley with the Europe of a thousand years ago
is thus given at length: " The mention of Weston introduces the theory, advanced and well-defended by
Professor Eben C. Horsford of Harvard College, of
the early settlement of the Northmen in New England.
It was his opinion that at the junction of Stony Brook
with the Charles (or Norumbega) River, there stood,
in 1548, a tine city called Norvega. David Ingram described it as ' having buildings with crystal and silver
pillars, golden chairs and pecks of pearls.' The word
Norumbega may apply to any bay from the bottom of
which rises a narrow tongue (Norum) and this involves a sheet of water with a peculiarly escalloped
shore.
Professor Horsford said: 'If I am
correct, every tributary of the river will be found to
have, or to have had, a dam and a pond, or their
equivalent, at or near its mouth or along its course.'
There arerare groupings of moraines for some distance
above and below Stony Brook. Even as far as Millis,
and beyond in Holliston, the Professor found vindication of his theory. A stone dam was discovered,
made of such boulders as were used in the construction
of churches in Weston, Watertown and Wellesley;
thesewere not squared, nor split, nor hewn. It is at
the head of tide water; and only once, in 18">8, when
Minot's Ledge Light was swept away, has the water
risen higher than the dam. It was certainly there before 1031, five years before the Winthrop party's settlement of the region. There are remains of wharves,
docks, dams, walls, canals, forts, terraces and pavements, all believed by the enthusiastic scholar to be
the work of Northmen seven to nine centuries ago. To
commemorate the event Professor Horsford had built
the stone Tower shown on the following page [a round
tower apparently of cobblestones!. A part of the
tabletreads thus :?
River
The Charles
Discovered by Lief Erickson 1000 a. d.
Explored by Thorwald, Lief's brother, 1003.
Colonized by Thorfinn Karlsflnn 1007.
First Bishop Erik Gunpson 1121.
Industries for 350 years.
Masurwood (burrs), Fish, Furs.
Latest Norseship returned to Iceland 1347."
The neighborhoodaround the Tower is said to have
been occupied in the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries by Breton French, although nothing
very accurate is known about the tradition." If the
traditions concerning the Norsemen are true, then the
Holy Sacrifice of the Mass was offered in New England long before Columbus planted the cross in the
western hemisphere in 149-2.

. . .

the Indians, who grew to know and lovo him, and to
whom he was somewhat a father as well as a teachor.
None knew his name. From the date of his advent in
York it might very reasonably be assumed that ho was
oneof the English Jesuit priests, exiled by the destruction of themonasteries by Cromwell's Puritans, andthat,
as was the fashion of that Order, he adopted the dress
and manner of life of the savages he came to Christianize. How else could the title of St. Aspenquid
have originated? It would have been natural for the
children of the forest to have learned stories of angel,
martyr and saint from his life and to have called their
benefactor by that namehe had taught them to revere."
According to another account which we have read of
this legendary character of New England, St. Aspenquid was born in 1688; was nearly a century old at his
death; and was converted to Christianity, " possibly
by the French Jesuits," when about forty. In this
version St. Aspenquid is reported to be of the Indian
race, instead of coming from old York in England; and
after his conversion, he is said to havo begun "his
long and active ministrations among tho people of his
own race, to whom hebecame a tutelary saint and proFor forty years he is said to have wandered
phet.
from east to west and from north to south, preaching
the Gospel to sixty-six different nations, healing the
sick, and performing those miracles which raised him
in tho estimation of his own peoplo to the character
of a prophet appointed by Heaven, and in that
of the whites to a being ondowed with supernatural powers. These wanderings had carried him
from the shores of tho Atlantic to tho Californian
Sea. Grown venerable in his good work, warned that
he must soon be gathered to his fathers, the saint at
last came home to die among his own people. Having
called all the sachems of tho different tribes together
to attend his solemn funeral obsequies, they carried
the body of their patriarch to the summit of Mount
Agamenticus. Previous to performing the rite of
sepulture, and agreeablyto the custom held sacred by
these people, the hunters of each tribe spread themselves through the forests. A great number of wild
beasts were slaughtered as a sacrifice to the manes of
the departed saint. Tradition affirms that on that day
were slain and offered up between six and seven
thousand wild animals, ?from the bear, the buffalo,
and the moose, down to the porcupine, the woodchuck,
and the weasel."
While this tradition of animal
sacrifices does not conform to Catholic teaching, there
is enough of Catholic atmosphere about this curious
legend to arouse our special interest.

.

..

Cape Cod Folks.
In Martha E. D. White's paper on Westborough and
Northborough, we read that " the Catholic Church
came with the advent of a manufacturing population
to both villages;" and a pretty picture of the Cath"
olic and Unitarian churches, Westborough," side by
side on the village street, gives us a good idea of the
more prominent and prettier St. Luke's of the Catholics, easily distinguishable by its cross above the front.
Clifton Johnson, writing of " Cape Cod Folks," mentions Truro, "a scattered little country place.
The only buildings tliat seemed independent of the
smiting of the winter blasts were the town hall and
the Baptist, Methodist and Catholic churches. These
stood in a group on a bare, bleak hilltop. The church

...

yards were thickly set with graves, and among the
stones grew little tangles of sumachs and other bushes,
but the sandy height had not a single tree.
Of the churches the Catholic was the newest. It was
a little shed of a building with a gilt cross surmounting the front gable. The attendants were chiefly
Portugese, the nationality which at present constitutes
the great majority of the coast fisher-folk. Most of the
fishing is done in row-boats, and the fish are caught
in nets fastened to lines of stakes off shore. These
fish-traps, as they are called, are visited daily. The
crew of a row-boat usually consists of a ' Cap'n ' who
is pretty sure to be a Yankee, and seven men who are
likely to be all Portuguese." "Cap'n Benson's"
companion, short and dark, with rings in his ears,
and with decidedly foreign accent, is then probably a
Portuguese, and he is capable of a wise remark.
" There's people say," declares the " Cap'n " sagely,
"a whale can't take nothin' bigger'n a man's hand;
but I guess that's after he's been eatin' and had all
he wanted." To whom his dark-skinned companion
replied emphatically: " A whale got a swallow so big
enough, if he hungry, he swallow a man easy. Some
people aint believe about Jonah, but they believe if
they seen as much whales that I have." These pleasant sketches of New England places are certainly none
St. Aspenquid.
the less pleasing to Catholic readers when they meet
In Pauline C. liouv^'saccount of " Old York, a Forwith the touches we have noted that denote the very
gotten Seaport," we read about " the mysterious St. large Catholic element in New England life in our day.
Aspenquid, the Indian missionary, whose grave lies on
the height of Mount Agamenticus." Of this singular
The. next session of the famous University of Notre
man we read: "Tradition says he was a native of Dame, Ind., will open Sept. 12. We recommend to
York, England, who came to Maine, and dwelt among parents who have under consideration the education of

"
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their sons at boarding-school and college, this catalogue of no less than 200 pagos put forth in description of Notre Damo, and the prospectus of St. Edward's Hall, its preparatory department. Preparatory students are enrolled in Brownson, Carroll, or St.
Edward's Hall according to age: boys seventeen yoars
of age or older are placed in Brownson Hall; those
over thirteen and under seventeen, in Carroll Hall;
and those under thirteen, in St. Edward's Hall. The
University, besides courses in philosophy, the classics,
modern languages, general science, has departments
of architecture, civil, mechanical and electric engineering, pharmacy, law, journalism, biology, and
can confer degrees in all these branches. It is in
charge of the well known Fathers of the Holy Cross
Order, and Sisters of the same Order care for the
younger boys at St. Edward's. The picture of the
beautiful country home in whichthis great institution is
placed should certainly attract parents and guardians
towards such a seat of religious and secular learning.
MASONIC MACHINATIONS IN FRANCE.

BTYHEAO"NSUFLDMVR OSLEM."

The elections of May have not improved the situation
in France which I anticipated would be the case. "No
efforts however earnest could now retrieve the situation," I wrote (Rky.if.w, March Ist). For twenty-five
years the (J rand < irient has beon gathering into its hands
all tho threads of power; ministers, cabinets, presidents are made and remade and unmade as it suits the
well conceived plans of this band of sectarian Jacobins, who differ from all other Freemasons in that
with them (tod is both non-existant and " the enemy"
to be vanquished, while on the other hand they are as
strictly a political organization whose purpose is to
control the country and conform it nolens volens to
its own image.
The Law of Associations or to speak more correctly
the Law against all Christian education was decreed in
the lodges of the Grand Orient in 1877. An abortive
attempt was made to carry it through in 1880. That
attempt was premature, because the lodges had not
yet gained complete control of the judiciary and the
executive. Today tho whole bureaucratic administration in the country is in their hands, and is a mere
electoral college and an executive for carrying out
the orders of the Orand orient. People wondered why
Mr. Waldeck-Rousseau resigned immediately after
elections which seemed a tribute to the success of his
administration. The reason of this shuffling of the
cards is patent. It had been resolved to make a coup dc
main, to close summarily nearly 3,000 primary schools
frequented by hundreds of thousandsof children of the
poorer classes, and this a few weeks before the holidays and without the slightest regard to the fact that
the state lay schools are already inadequate in large
cities, while many rural districts have only congrogational schools. Now Waldeck-Rousseau, speaking for
the government, had formally declared that these
primary schools were not in the least affected by the
proposed Associations Bill, and continued to be regulated by the law of 188-") on primary education, which
required simply that a declaration be made to the
State Inspector. It was by making this declaration
that Waldeck-Roussoau obtained votes for article
thirteen of the Associations Bill which is now being
violated by the dissolution of these primary schools.
Many of these schools are taught by a few Sisters in
buildings owned by private individuals, and tho sealing up of these premises is a distinct violation of property rights, the beginning of the reign of Jacobin
terror as in 1798. In one instance the proprietor resorted to the use of a ladder to reach his domicile, in
another the tribunal removed the seals and restored
the house to the proprietor; but the government had
the premises sealed again. I can not say who had the
last word, but it is certain that there is open conflict
between the executive and the judiciary.
We know in advance which side will triumph; but it
is consoling to think that there are still a few tribunals,
a few magistrates who have a sense of justice and
independence. But a complete " epuration," recasting, of the administration is going on. All the
"suspects" are being eliminated, from the humble
garde champetre to the highest magistrate and prefect.
The coup dc main against the primary schools having been resolved upon, it is easy to see how desirable
it was that Waldeck-Rousseau should not be on the
bench of ministers to undergo interpellations and eat
his own words. A renegade ex-seminarist, educated
by clerical charity, was put in his place and bore the
brunt of interpellations. He contented himself with
saying "that Mr. Waldeck-ltousseau had made a mistake," while the extreme Left came to his assistance
by banging their desks and roaring like demoniacs,
abusing the deputies of the Bight and Center. A free
fight took place in the hemicycle; Mr. Combes pulled
out the decree announcing the close of the session, and
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so ended the disgraceful scene at 2 o'clock in the
morning. Of course it is protended by ministerials
and their friends that all these establishments of primary education are closed in virtue of the Associations
Bill, Art. 13. This is absolutely false. Jules Laroche,
a Liberal,wlio can not oven be suspected of clericalism,
has published a letter to the premier and minister of

cults, the renegade Combes, announcing his interpellation on the subject. Tn it the republican deputy quotes
at length Mr. Waldeck-Rousseau's own words at the
tribune contained in L'Officiel of March 10, 1001:?"As
to the right to open private schools the Chamber
knows that this is regulated by a special law?a simple
declaration is enough, the school is then under State
Inspection. Art. 13 of the Associations Bill has absolutely nothing to do with the legislation on education.
Until this law is modified it keeps all its force, and the
new law does not touch it at all."
"Thus spoke Waldeck-Rousseau. It was on this
declaration formal,categoric and solemn that the Chamber voted Art. 13. You Mr. President of the Council,
you are not applying Art. 13; you are violating it,
you are transforming the law of July 1, into a trap,
and the loyal and categorical declarations of Mr. Waldeck-Rousseau into the act of a traitor (en ceuvre dc
trah'son)."
I can not quote the whole, but this is enough for any
one who wishes to know the truth. Nevertheless
many admirers of the sectarian persecutors of French
Catholics prefer to believe that all these primary
schools and infant asylums have been closed because
they refused to submit to the Associations Bill. Many
of them were on the contrary branches of congregations already authorized or thathad applied for authorization. Those in Savoy, for instance, had Royal
Letters Patent from the government of Savoy and
Piedmont long before the provinces of Savoy and Nice
were annexed to France in 1800; they were also authorized by the Third Empire, and moreover the existence of all religious congregations was formally
stipulated for in the treaty of annexation; it was one
of the conditions on which the inhabitants consented
to pass under Freneli rule. Hitherto Nice has had no
schools closed, but the bishop has nobly protested
against the closing of an orphanage for small boys here
in Juan les Pins. This place however belongs to the
commune of Antibes, always was French, but in the
diocese of Nice. The most amusing part of Mr. Combes'
coup dc main is that they even went around expelling small groups of three and four Sisters employed
by the government in the infirmaries of state lyceums!
Only in theso instances they neglected to seal the
premises'. The socialist mayor of Reims recently took
upon himself to laicize the civil hospital which had
been served for 200 years by a special congregation
known as " Sisters of the Hospital" whom even the
Revolution of 1793 had spared. Ministerial organs
like the Paris Matin are now busy assuring the
public that the government has no intention of disbanding the congregations who relieve the budget by
caring for the poor, sick, halt, blind and insane. That
these latter will not be thrown upon the streets like
the children of the poor until the government finds
time and money to accommodate them. If these congregations of charity could have made common cause
with tho teaching congregations, and if all had refused
to seek authorization which is merely a trap and a
noose, the government would have been checkmated.
This is speaking foolishly perhaps like those who
wished to bring down fire from heaven in their zeal.
Meanwhile they are holding the clothes of those that
stoned Stephen; and no concessions, no pliancy, on the
part of the persecuted, will arrest the government;
the Grand Orient I mean.
The cardinal-archbishops of Paris, of Autun and of
Reims, the bishops of Nancy. Orleans, Nice, etc., all
who have raised their voice on behalf of the congregations, are marked men. I have said that for two
years the object of the Freemasons is to crush out
Christianity by means of irreligious education and of a
national republican institution to be known as the
church of France. It is announced that Mr. Combes
is preparing a formula of the oath to be taken by the
clergy who are to compose this national church, a
revival of the Civil Constitution of the Clergy of 1793,
and we may also look for a revival of the persecution
of the "non assermentes" of that epoch. The leading
featuro of the oath isanti-congregationalism of course.
Decidedly the Jacobin* of today have no imagination,
all their proceeding* seem furbished up and have a
twang of ancient history. Read Taine's volume "La
Conquete Jacobine" and it will seem familiar in viow
will read how prefects and maires
of actualities. You
a t the door of peaceful Sisters
knocked
and gendarmes
and ordered them to disperse, etc. At Avignon I read
that the police barricaded a street to prevent some
before the
2 000 men and women from manifesting
shed
the first
has
so
far:
blood
been
prefecture. No
drop would mean civil war. But this will not occur.
?

Lyons is preparing to resist, but it will be done peacefully I think, though the speech pronounced by the
socialist mayor at the banquet at the Hotel dc Ville on
July 14 certainly deserves some retaliation.
After
the stereotyped glorification of that shameful event
known as the "Taking of the Bastille," Mr. Auganeur
said: "The Bastille we must take today is that power
far more dangerous of the spirit of the past, incarnated
in the Church, acting by its priests, its preachers, its
monks, its professors, by all its lay accomplices. It is
this Bastille we must destroy if we do not wish to see
wasted the immense efforts of 113 years of those
who have combated and suffered for justice and truth.
Thus gentlemen I invite you to drink to the success of
the campagne waged by the present government and
its faithful representatives at Lyons." Some years ago
Lecky said: "No greater misfortune can befall a
nation than to cut itself away from its past as France
has done." It is this misfortune which these blinded
sectarians are seeking to consummate in hatred of the
Catholic faith which is so bound up with the fibres of
the nation that it can only be torn out with the last
palpitating remnants of national life.

THE CHURCH IN THE WEST INDIES.
At this time of special interest in the West Indies
the following information in regard to Santa Lucia is
doubly welcome, coming as it does from a non-Catholic pen:?
" Castries is not at all interesting, and for a town of
five thousand inhabitants, it seemed dull and dead.
Tho only decent building was the Roman Catholic
cathedral, situated in the center of the town. Though
English in government, in name and in everything
else the island is French. Naturally, therefore, the
natives are Catholics. On driving up one of the main
streets, we noted well dressed and gaudily attired
natives, all going in one direction, and on inquiring,
we found that a confirmation service was being held at
the cathedral. We alighted and went in. The full
ritual of the Church, with dusky altar boys, and little
girls clad in spotless white ready to take the vows,
was singularly impressive. Back of these children sat
or knelt their sponsors, dressed in dark clothes, and
every one turbaned witli a white kerchief. Possibly
there were two thousand people present, and not a
single white person excepting priest and bishop. No
matter where one goes through the world, tho Roman
Catholic Church deems it wisdom to have intelligent
men as priests. In these little churches, wherever a
priest was met, we would find him singularly refined
and educated, the peer of any. The Church does not
take any poor, old, broken-down preacher and send
him to spread the Gospel. No one is too good for
such work, and for that reason the Roman missions
are so successful. When will Protestants learn that
lesson? "

HOW THE IRISH CATHOLICS IMPROVED
NEW ENGLAND.
At the celebration of Old Home week at Greenfield,
Mass., recently, a letter was read from the Hon.
John E. Russell of Leicester, descriptive of life in that
locality fifty years ago. The religious life of the town
in those days was somewhat variegated, according to
Mr. Russell, being dividedbetween several Protestant
sects. Catholics were few, and had no place of worship. Of peculiar interest is this part of Mr. Russell's
letter:
"In these recollections of a past, glowing with the
obscuring haze of happy childhood, there are some
dark shadows. The old life had its problems and its
troubles. In many respects there are great improve?

ments in the detail of daily life. Creenfield had a
small minority of heathenish native stock, that sawed
wood chopped in winter and 'ran river' in summer.
The river was alive with shad and 'lamper' eels in the
spring, when no man of this class could work; they
had many children, none of whom missed their
heredity. The men were of the sort described in one
of Arthur Oilman's stories who was partly paid for his
work in rum. On Saturday night he wanted a quart,
but was given a pint, with the admonition that it was
enough to keep Sunday. 'Yes,' he replied, 'but how
will it be kep'?' These families intermarriedand in-

tensified their characteristics; a woman from one of
them, who sometimes visited our kitchen for its mistaken hospitality, was asked by my mother about one
of her sisters. 'Oh, Melissy; well, she is a-keepin'
about as bad a house as you could find in any seaport
town.' Another, whoso partner was uncommonly
worthless even in their circle, informed my mother that
'husbands is only lent marcies.' This class, for they
were a class of degenerate people, were not from tho
so-called 'scum of Europe,' but from the original New
England stock, with good family names. I do not
think any effort was put forth to improve them. They
seem to have disappeared from the active towns of the
state, though specimens of them can be found not far
off by those curious in sociology.
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"I think they faded away before the immigration of
the energetic and hopeful Irish, who, though poorer,
had the training and care of a vigilant Church, and
the ardent desire to improve and to raise the condition
of their children to a better than their own."
What is true of Greenfield, and the influence of the
Irish immigrant upon its life, is true also of many other
localities in New England. The Catholic Church and
its people have had a share, and a large share, in
eradicating many an evil from the country's life, and
in conserving and preserving the best traditions of
old-time New Pmgland.
??«

PROTESTANT

OPINIONS OF RELIGIOUS
EDUCATION.

From an article in the Standard (Baptist) by Craig
S. Thomas, Ph. D., on "Religion and Education," we
make the following significant extracts, showing again
that Catholics are not the only people who desire for
their children an education amid religious surround-

ings.
"The most important element in education is the
spiritual. The student's personal salvation is the
thing of first importance. If the soul is lost all is lost.
This is as true of the student as of man in any other
position. According to Christ's teaching, he who
heaps up money without first providing for his soul is
a foolish man. The student is not exempt from this
condemnation. He who 'heaps up' education or anything else without first committing his life to (tod and
introducing into all his endeavors the spiritual element
is guilty of folly. Unspiritual education is a sharpened
instrument in the hands of a dangerous man. It equips
him with power without any guarantee that it will be
rightly directed and used. The highest ends of life
are spiritual. For their furtherance all accomplishments and all material things are but means.
"Every student is indelibly stamped with the character of the institution from which he graduates. Its
attitude toward things religious will unconsciously
influence his. The predominating color of its thought,
whether reverent, skeptical, agnostic, pessimistic,
selfish or cynical, will tinge the thought of every

.

. .

student.

. .

.

"There are hundreds of parents throughout every
commonweath who will not send their children to a
state university because they believe that, in the very
nature of the case, the influences there found can not
be of that positive religious character which denominational schools afford.
"To send our Baptist children to schools of other
faiths is to commit denominational suicide.
"To put our young people into the home, into the
classroom, into the literary society, into the college
atmosphere, into the popular church, into close and
intimate association with the young people of other
churches at just that time of life when all such influences act most powerfully is to invite them to relinquish their denominational convictions or to have
them modified beyond recognition by the mighty in,
fluences which surround them.
"If our young people, therefore, are to be enthusiastic Baptists, they must be educated in a Baptist

. .

school."
Many people imagine tliat Catholics are the only
ones who are dissatisfied with a system of education
which is not in accordance with Catholic ideas. The
Catholic Church is popularly supposed to be very narrow-minded because
its insistence upon Catholic
education; but, after all, the Church only carries to a
logical conclusion the thoughts and opinions of Christians of all denominations. If, as the above extracts
show, the Baptist sect looks upon Baptist education as
so important to the perpetuation of that denomination,
how much more reason have we, who belong to the

true Church of Christ, to be careful that the splendid
inheritance handed down to us and to our children
from the ages of faith may not be dissipated, or even
endangered, by systems of education which are hostile
or indifferent to the great truths which form the
groundwork of our lives as Christians and Catholics?

Edward Everett Hale, writing in the Christian
Register, says that the recent negotiations at Rome between Governor Taft and the Papal Court was very
creditable to both parties; and he looks upon the affair
as "an omen of what diplomacy may be and what it
may effect in our new-born century." At the same
time Mr. Hale takes occasion to rebuke the headlong
manner in which many Americans thought the question of the friars might be settled at Rome. He says:?
" It seems to have been the impression of the go in
and win' writers for the press that our government had
only to send an envoy to the Pope and ask for what if
wanted to have him or his advisers comply with delight.
Such a compliment, indeed, that the United
States should want anything! as a man might have
been well pleased if the grand duke had asked him for
j a match with which to light his cigar."

'

'

'
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How to Qet a Badge and Manual.
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P
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UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
Playmates.
Old ocean, let me spend with you
These summer days so bright andblue,
For, thougb your beard is white, I see
You're not too old to romp with me.
You play at tag, and try to reach
My feet that fly along the beach ;
Then we are soldiers, and you take
The little sand forts that I make.
When in your waves I venture out
Oh, how you tumble me about!
For you are old, but merry, too,
And so I love to play with you.
Boys Who Smoke Cigarettes.
Occasionally some member of the
League of Little Defenders of the Holy
Name writes to Uncle Jack, asking
whether or not boys who smoke cigarrettes should be admitted to the League.
Now there is nothing in the rules of the
League excluding, specifically, a boy
who uses cigarettes; yet Uncle Jackfeels
that a boy who takes the promise to
keep his mouth clean from bad language
should be willing to keep himself free
from the taint of cigarettes, alsoUncle Jack's boys should know that
cigatette-smoking is a vile habit of very
great danger to a boy's health, and that
employers of boys and young men are
growing more unwilling year after year
to have cigarette-smokers workfor them.
Recently the J. C. Ayer Co. of Lowell,
Mass., took decided action in regard to
cigarette-smokers in its employ and in

;

"3. /( Lowers the Moral lone ?Boys
who would not tell a lie on any other
matter, not for a fortune, our best and
noblest boys, do not seem to hesitate a
moment to tell any kind of a falsehood
in order to keep from their parents the
fact that they are smoking cigarette?.
They hide the cigarettes. They smoke
them away from home. They try in
every way to conceal the truth. Indeed,
thoy will do all manner of things in order
to deceive those who are nearest and
dearest to them.
"4. // -Creates a Craving l"r Strong
Drink. ?There has been a great deal of
discussion on this point, and I am convinced that the statement is logically
true. The hot smoke from the cigarette
tends to make the mouth and throat dry
and creates a peculiar sinking sensation
in the stomach. Water may temporarily
relieve this dryness and may temporarily
check the sinking sensation. But with
the moral tone lowered and the mental
power weakened, the desire to yield to
the first temptation is strengthened,
because of the flimsy excuse that the
boy must have something to wet bis
throat. In other words, the boy who
smokes more easily accepts an invitation
to a treat than one who does net smoke.
"5. Jlis a filthy and Offensive Habit
No matter how steatbily the boy may
do ail work, sooner or later his clothing
becomes saturated with the odor of
tobacco.
" tj. It is Rtpenirive.?Boys should not
be taught how to uselessly expend
money. Parents, friends and teachtrs
should give the directly opposite advice.
"7. It is Unlauful.?In nearly every
state in the union there are most stringent laws forbidding the furnishing of
cigarettes or tobacco to minors under a
certain age. In most of these states
there are laws against selling to such
minors. Take the District of Columbia,
the home of our nation, and we find that
257 physicians, 524 officers and teachers
of the public schools, and the trustees
of the public schools, and 80 pastors of
churches petitioned Congress for the
passage of a bill prohibiting the selling,
giving or furnishing tobacco to any person under sixteen years of age.
"8. Why Cigarette-Smoking is Not Allowed Among the Boys in Our Employ.
The above reasons are a sufficient answer. But a close observation for many
years among the boys employed by this
company has shown that those who are
most energetic, active, alert, quick,
spry, do not smoke; while the listless,
lazy, dull, uninteresting and unipterested boys are, we find upon investigation, those who smoke cigarettes."
?

an article in the Business World, Charles
H. Stowell, M. D., general manager cf
the Ayer Co., gives the company's
reasons for this. Uncle Jack would ask
all his boys to read carefully this article
which we reproduce as follows:
the following reasons
" I would give Bmoking
of cigarettes
the
opposing
for
by boys under twenty-one yearsof age:1. It Lessens the Natural Appetite for
Foodand Injures Digestion ?The boy who
smokes has a bad digestion and a poor
Thank God for His Gifts.
appetite. Because of this interference
food
is
and
the
digestion,
with appetite
"How often do we pause in the midtt
not properly digested and assimilated,
of
life's great comforts and encourage
checked,
and
the
activity
cellular
is
growth and development of the body ments to thank the Giver of all good and
seriously inteifered with by this early perfect gifts?" asks the Young Catholic
?

?

"

poisoning.

" 2.

//

Seriously

Affects

Messenger.
"An interesting anecdoteis related of
the Nervous

System?We often hear about the KiDgAlphonsoX., surnamed 'TheWise,'
"tobacco heart" of the adult. If who succeeded to the throne of Leon
tobacco is strong enough to aflect the and Castile in 1252. On learning that
beating of the adult heart, how much his pages neglected to ask God's blessBtronger must be its e fleet on the heart ing before partaking of their daily meals,
of a young person, long before tissues he was deeply grieved and tried to point
have become fixed. The rush of blood ont to them the evil of tbis omission.
to the head, the dizziness, the unsteady At length he succeeded in finding a plan
beating of the heart, the distressing to snit the occasion.
"He invited the pages of his court to
dreams?all show how seriously ij the
dine with him. A bountiful repast was
nervous system affected.
" But a more serious charge can be spread, and when they were all asbrought against it under this heading. sembled around the table the king gave
Thiseffect on the nervous system is suffi- a signal that all was readiness for them
cient to produce the most marked to begin. They all enjoyed a rich feast,
changes in the mental activity. Recent but not one remembered to ask God's
statements from the University of Mich- blessing on his food.
"Just then, unexpectedly to the
igan, Northwestern University, Yale
College, Union College, together with thoughtless guests, there entered a poor,
scores of other institutions and hun- ragged beggar, who, without leave or
dreds of the most eminent teachers of license, seated himself at the royal table,
the country, all testify to the fact that and ate and drank undisturbed to his
cigarette-smoking interfereswith scholar- heart's content.
"The pages looked first at the king,
ship.
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gazed on the audacious intruder, expecting every minute that his
majesty would give orders to have him
removed from the table. Alphonso,
however, kept silence; while the beggar,
unabashed by the presence of royalty,
ate all he desired. When his hunger
and thirst were appeased he arose and,
withouta word of thanks, departedfrom
the palace.

and then

"'What a despicable fellow." cried
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A Little Boy's Wish.
When winter comes, the people say,
the door!" and when.
" Oh, shut happens,
I forget,
As sometimes
They call me back again.
It takes till summer time to learn :
And then things change about,
And " Leave it open I " is the cry
When I go in or out.
I try to be a pleasant boy,
And do just as I ought;
When things become so hard to learn ;
I wish they might stay taught I
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equipped. Conservatory of Music and School
of Art. Gymnasium under direction of graduateOf Dr. Sargent's Normal School of Physical Training, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Catalogue free. Address

DIRECTRESS OF THE ACADEMY,
St. Mary's Academy, Notre Dame, Indiana.

ST. LAURENTCOLLEGE The UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NEAR MONTREAL.

..

Attlliateil to I.aval University, Quebec,
FATHERS OF THE lIOI.Y CROSS.
Courses?Classical anil Commercial.

TERMS:
Board and Tuition per year, (Uii.iki
Uedding and Washing *.
JO.ifl
;j.(mj
Doctor's Fee
The courses are taught through the medium

of the English language.
studies » ill he resumed September 2nd.
For further informatio.i call at lis Hudson
Street, Boston, or address

REV. M. A. McOARRY, C. S. C, President.

i

NOTRE DAnE, INDIANA.

la-ics, Letters, Kconom'cs anil History,
.loiirnalisin, Art, Science, Pharmacy, Law,
.1 Kiectncai Engineer
civil, Meonanica
Lug. Architecture.
thorough Pre para lory and Commercial
EccleeUrttcaJ students at special

. ~

Courses

'

Rooms Free, .Junior or Senior Year, Col
oglate Course*. Room* to Rent, moderate

for boys under 1:1.
St Edward's Hall
The 59tb Year will open September 8, I*o4.
Catalogue* Free. Address

REV. A. MORRISSEY, C. S. C, President.
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.

Office: 75 Union Park Street, Boston,

Mass.
Diocesan Director: Rev. Joseph

OBJKCT OF THE SOCIETY.

Topromo'ethe evangelizing of non-Catholic peopie by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.
u c at r> \u25a0&
CONDITIONS r\
OFv MEMBERSHIP.
no rrr

To recite for the above intention, formed once
for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the morning or evening prayers, adding the following invocation St. Francis Xavier, Prayfor us. 2. To give,
in alms for the missions, at least five cents monthly,
or sixty cents a year. This offering is to be made
through the regular organization of the Society.
1.

:
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In each community "Bands'' are formed, each
band consisting of ten or more persons. The Promuter or Head of a Band collects the offerings of its
members and turns them over to the Parochial or
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
order to report and to devise the best means to further
the Society.

ANNALS

Letters from the missionaries of the Society are
collected and published every other month in the
Annals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every
collector of ten contributions or Promoter, and-he, or
she, is expected to pass it around to the other members in succession, after which it becomes his or her

property.

WVf'TAT rrjjuoio.
VWA*2TV
ornisiA.Li

The Society has selected as times of special prayer
and thanksgiving: r. The Feast of the Finding of
the Holy Cross, May the 3rd, the anniversary of
its foundation, in 1822 ; 2. The feast of St. Francis
Xavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Society. On
these two days the Society has a Mass celebrated in
every parish in which the work is regularly organized
r

<sr>TKTTIT A T bA\
A* A i ORS.
nrtS!
SPIRITUAL

Several thousand Masses are offered up every
year by the missionaries, for the intention of the liv2
ing and the deceased members of the Society.
Summary of the indulgences which may be gained by
all the members. I. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross. May 3
2. On the Feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3; 3. On
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin,
March 25; 4. On the feast of the Assumption,
Aug. 15; 5. On any day within the octaves of the
above feasts; 6. On the feast of the Epiphany, Jan.
6; 7. On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 29; 8. v_i
all feasts of the Apostles ; 9. Every i?:mn, *,a 1 /
two davs chosen by the members ; 10. (.nice a year,
on the day of the general commemoration of all the
deceased members of the Society; 11. Once a year,
1.

;

-

V. Tracy, D. D.

on the day of specitil commemoration of the deceased
members of the committee, or the Band to which he
belongs; 12. On the day of one's admittance to the
Society; 13. At the hour of death, by invoking, at
least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus; 14. The
favor of the Privileged Altar for every Mass said in
tne name of a member for a deceased member. Chilwno are members of the Society, but have
not made their First Communion, may gain the above
Indulgences by performing some pious work aptheir confessor.
pointedly
"\u25a0 Partial Indulgences: Seven years and seven
quarantines every time a member performs, in aid of
the Society, any work of devotion or charity; 2.
300 days every time a member assists at the Triduum
on the 3rd of May and the 3rd of December; 3. 100
days every time a member recites Our Father and
Hail Mary, together with the invocation of St.
Francis Xavier.
All these indulgences, both plenary and partial, are
applicable to the souls in Purgatory; and all have
been approved of by His Grace the Most Reverend
Archbishop.

*XTRA ORDINARY MEMBERS.
old godmother taught them.
In Co'\u25a0 Those who contribute #6 00 a year, thereby acquiring the right to receive for their own exclusive lombo the old people do not recite their
use a copy of the Annals. 2. All who contribute a prayers, but Bing them; and as the
sum of money not less than #40.00 for the purpose of
establishing a permanent fund, thus becoming memIndians have several dialects, they
bers in perpetuity. These may enjoy the above spiritlial favors and indulgences perpetually, provided assemble in groups according to their
that they observe the other conditions prescribed to language, and chant their
devotions
the members,
Catholics of every age and of both sexes are adeach in turn.
membership,
missible to
and all are earnestly exA native gentleman gave them a feast
horted to join the Society. There is certainly a lesson for us in the zeal which actuates Protestant
in the manner of the country. He had
denominations to contribute more than ten million
dollars a year for the propagation of their beliefs. all the old people assembled before the
We have the true taith. and we daily pray Thy kingdom come; yet to the extent of how many dollar front door. Then he gave to each of
and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that kingthem a plate made of straw, in which he
dom among heathen peoples
missioners,

:

? Our
heroic
men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
could effect, had they the means; from whom must
these means come ? In due proportion?from us ; in
that proportion there rests upon us through the
providence of Almighty God, responsibility for the
Church's more or less complete fulfilment in our
time of its mission to teach all nations. Whatever we
give for this end is given to God, and will be returned unto us a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be
given unto you ; good measure and pressed down and
shaken together and runningover shall they give into
your bosom." (Luke vi.-38.)
For Promoters' blanks, tracts, or information about
the Society, apply to the Diocesan Director.

Parochial Directors and Secretaries of Branches of the Society are respectfully
requested to send reports of meetings, appointments of new Promoters, and other items
of interest for 0>e members to the Diocesan Director for publication in the REVIEW.
If Vie names of deceased Promoters are forwarded tfiey will be printed, so tliat their
souls may have the benefit of the prayers

NOTICE.

of

Promoters or members are
apt to get begging letters in behalf of aarirms
objects, from parties outsjde of the Archdiocese.
Prudence suggests that no notice be taken of
these appeals, unless they have received the
?

usual diocesan approbation.

NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES.
Pastor, Rev. Denis J. Wholey.
Director, Rev. Thomas J. Lee.
Offerings, August,
000

St- Rose's. Chelsea.

all the members.

Poor by Mr. John Asphar. We welcome
them with affection and with hope, as
most valuable co-operators in our apostolic labors."
Thus it was that thehouse of Calcutta

first importance; hence the Euopean
$8 10 companies have made it a place of call
for all vessels making the service with

India, China, and Oceania. The Little

Pastor, Rev. Thomas E. Power, P. R.
Sisters landed on December 7, so that
Director. Rev- Henry T. Grady.
their first religious act was the annual
$(i4.75
Offerings, June-July,
000

St- Michael's, Hudson.

Pastor, Rev. Thomas F. Cusack.
Offerings, July-Aug.,

$38.00

000

St. Joseph's, Boston.

Pastor, Rev. J. E Millerick.
Director, Rev. John F. Keleher.
Offerings, July,

$24 00

000

St. Francis dc Sales', Charlestown.

Pastor, Rev. James N. Supple.
Director, Rev. John J. Driscoll.
Offerings, July,

$42 50

000

St. Mary's, Newton Upper Falls-

Pastor, Rev. Timothy J. Danahy.
Director, Rev. C. J. Riordan.
Offerings, July,
$17.45
000

St. Joseph's (French), Haverhill.

Pastor, Rev- Elphege Godin, S. M.
Offerings, July,
$2075
000

St. John's, Quincy-

ceremony of the renewal of the vows,
fixed for Dec. Bth, in union with the
Little Sisters of all the houses and all the
countries of theworld. An old converted
Brahmin, who knew English, Bengali
and Tamil, was their first old man. The
missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate
supplied the religious services of the
home, and they were so thoughtful as to
offer the house a carriage after the manner of the country,?a little bullock cart.
Christmas did not pass without a surprise, for the first old people wanted to
do things in the proper style.
Here (writes the Superioress) great
preparations are made for Christmas.
The principal thing iB to whitewash the
house and set off crackers. Our old folk
have not been at all behindhand. They
made us jump in our beds in the middle
of the night by setting fire to a whole
packet of crackers to wish us a happy
Christmas. At breakfast they scattered
flowers over us and sprinkled us with

Pastor, Rev. Francis A. Friguglietti.
Director, Rev. John J. Casey.
rose-water.
Offerings, June-July,
$7.50

_

The home developed gradually, for it
was necessary for it to become known,
FIrloutsmhaeMissions.
Cdtholic
to win over sympathy, to raise funds, and
THE LITTLE SISTERS OF THE to organise a large establishment. In
1888 there werealready twenty-seven old
POOR IN THE EAST.
people, including five Buddhists and one
Protestant. By 1894, there were eighty
C'KYLON.
old people, all Singhalese, except two or
late
Most
Rev.
1887,
the
18,
On Nov.
then the hundred has been
Dr. Bonjean, archbishop of Colombo, three. Since
passed,
and
the
home is still growing.
as
follows:?
Ceylon, wrote
The Indians of Ceylon, called SinghaWe declare that we accept with the

"

m.m

placed a portion of rice, three rice cakes
made with plenty of oil, some fruit,
tobacco, betel and a small coin, worth
three pence. Probably 20 Ceylon cents
( 100 cents ?1 rupee?ls. 4d).?Editor.

Moreover there was for every one a
redda,? that is, a piece of cloth which
serves the men for trousers and the
women for a dress. It was touching to
see with what respect this man gave his
alms to each of the poor people. He bent
his knee almost to the ground, and the
old folk made the sign of the cross over
him as if to bless him.

One day an old man arrived at the
greatest joy the foundation in Colombo home who said that he was 102 years of
of a house of the Little Sisters of the age and had walked twenty days. He

gave birth to that of Ceylon. Colombo,
the capital of Ceylon, is a port of the

Sacred Heart, Newton Centre.

lese, are as a rule gentler, more intelligent, and less superstitious than those
Of Calcutta. Here they have retained
their Indian manners and customs better than in Calcutta.
They have no
European beds, but only a mat placed
on four crossed pieces of wood and
covered with a blanket. They will sit
on a chair, but they merely eat their
rice with their Angers, at which they are
very skilful and never lose a grain.
By 1892 a certain number of pagans
had become Christians. The first woman
who entered the home had become a
teacher and was the godmother of nearly
all the converts. Every morning she
summoned her companions round her in
the veranda for prayers. In the evening the good old women gathered round
her bed, sitting on their heels, in order
to hear and learn theprayers which their

1
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Shortly after this establi -hment in this
city the CaOiolie Watchman of
Madras
wrote:?
The Little Sisters of the Poor have begun

their work of

great

humiliation.

Today four of the good nuns were seen
begging in Shoolay in a most touching
manner at the petty grain bazaars and
vegetable stalls. The merchants and
other heathen men and women were in
amazement at the sight of young European ladies, all decent and respectable
in religious garb, undertaking the work
of despicable mendicants. Of
course
they were much moved and gladly gave
the Little Sisters some of their commod-

ities, while others gave small sums of
money.
A year later, a correspondent wrote to
the Bombay Catholic Examiner as follows:?

The home in Bangalore at " Bretonville" Oosoor Road, celebrates
its first
anniversary today, the feast of St.
Joseph. That the local home has been
an unqualified success is an incontro-

vertible fact. The Little Sisters of the
Poor unite the life of hospitality to the
religious life. They form a congregation
of nuns hospitallers, consecrated by
vow
to the care of the poor and infirm aged
people. Such is their mission, as their
name so well defines it, they are for life
" The Little Sisters of the Poor."
In the midst of their old people, the
Little Sisters give themselves np to the
work of hospitality. With them there
are no servants, no paid employees.
They wait themselves on the inmates
and share among themselves the work
of the house Amongst
themselves no

distinction exists. There are no choir
and no lay Sisters, but all are equally the
"Little Sisters of the Poor." Alike in
title, alike in rights, alike in duties.
The Little Sister is by duty as well as
necessity essentially a beggar. "Ask
and you shall receive, seek and you shall
find, knock and it shall be opened unto
you." This might be her motto for
these words and these promises of the
Gospel pervade her whole life. You
meet the Little Sisters begging,
Sisters
walking modestly two and two and
asking charity for their old people.
While
some approach the rich, entering wealthy
houses, or knock at the doors of working people, others go to the markets and
enter shops and hotels. Be the alms in
cash or in kind, nothing that can be of
service is refused.
They make their
request in all simplicity, without
persistence, but bravely. Everything
done,indeed, by begging ; for on enter-is
ing the sisterhood they
renounce all
earthly possessions. What is most singular is that the Little Sisters in all respects serve the old people, wash for
them, cook for them and act as their
nurses. The Sisters treat themselves less
kindly; for out of the broken victuals
on which exclusively the house is sup-

could walk no further and said: "I can't
walk any more: I will stay here until
you put me under the sod. I want to be
a Christian." He had been a professional "devildancer" at the pagan feasts.
For in India we are in a heathen
country. On certain days the Sisters
meet troops of pagans carrying their
idols in procession and going to oiler
sacrifice to their gods. We who are
children of Chiist can not but groan at
this false worship.
Living in the midst of pagans and witnessing their idolatry, one can only pray
and beg for them a spark of the true
Eight. In the evening, whilst we are
reciting our office, the noise of their
music inspires us with fervor, so that
at least in one little corner the praises of
the One True God may be sung.
ported, the old people always get the
Such were the first impressions of Cal- first selection, and the Sisters only the
cutta and Colombo. But time passes on, remaining scraps.
(7o be continued.)
and the Little Sisters have become
accustomed to the life and are happy to
be humble " missionaries of charity."
BUBMA.

CATHOLIC PRAYER BOOKS

In 1891 the Right Rev. Alexander
and Fancy Religious Articles,
Cardot, bishop of Limyra and vicarSacred Heart Rings in Gold,
apostolic of Southern Burma, the sucGold and Si ver Chained Rosaries,
cessor of the celebratedBishop Bigandet, Oratory Lamps,
Bibles in Fine Bindings,
whilst in Europe resolved to introduce
New Testaments, Fine Medallions,
the Little Sisters into Burma. For this
Mother of Pearl Rosaries.
purpose he vitited Dublin in order to
Finest assortment of Catholic
Goods in
make necessary arrangements with the New England, and low prices.
Little Sisters in the Irish capital. On
November 21 theLittle Sisters established
themselves at Rangoon, the capital,
where there are now eight Sisters in
16. 18, 20 ESSEX ST., BOSTON.
charge of thirty old people.

THOS.J.FLYNN&CO.,

SOUTH INDIA.

On Apiil 29, IiMJO, the Little Sisters,
at the invitation of the fathers of the
Missions Etrangeres of Paris, settled
also in Bangalore, the episcopal see of
the Bishop of Hyderabad, the Right
Rev. Dr. Kleiner. (What follows we add
to the text of Able Leroy to complete
the very brief account given of the
Bangalore Home.) ?Ed.

of thereverend clergy Lave tested
" Many
the
medicinal value of Murray's Charcoal
Tablets, and have found them very beneficial. Perfect indigestion may be acquired
by their use."? Catholic World .Magazine.

Wj

CURES WHERE Alt EtSE FAltSf^^Gll
.syrup. Tart.es tiiHxi.
Ml
In tintft. Sold hy druggists. Use IH
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friends become drunken enemies.
It is no exaggeration to say that
more than half the rows that land
principals in hospitals and morgues>
THE FROGS' CONCERT.
and jails and scaffolds, begin over
Down in a green meadow a stream loves to
the ? social glass.' And yet there are
stray
quite
banks,
ere
it
glides
And run o'er it's
those who insist that the habit is
away.
based upon goodfellowship, or, at
From the reeds and the bogs and the water
least, makes for it. On the congrass there
This song rises soft every night on the air: trary, were the habit to be tabooed,
"No rum.no rum."
goodfellowship of the kind that is
We are frocklicsorne fellows in jackets of really good would gain immeasurgreen,
be
And as tight mottled trousers as ever were ably, and public morals would
seen,
vastly improved.
And this is the song that we sing to the
a man who is accus" Oftentimes
moon,
glass
tomed
to
a
for his stomach's
brown
head
the
cat-tail
still
nods
its
While
'
to the tune:
sake' proceeds when he feels the
"No rum, no rum." need for it to have a drink, as he

Temperance.

Old Bull in his spectacles mounts the wet

And his deep double bass shakes the quivering hog,

The (lags and the lilies are bending above
To kiss the bright streamlet whose waters
they love,
And their shadows beneath, in the current
we trace,

All wavy and curved rise to meet the embrace.
" No rum, no rum.',
and is shrill,
issharp
The katy-did's chatter
And the night owl hoots loud from the
barn on the hill,
But louder and shriller, the notes of the
song
Are borne on the still and cool night air

" No rum, no rum."

I listened at night to the words of this lay
And I thought I would write it for you
next day;
And I still keep repeating to friends old
and young
The chorus I learned of the little frogs'
song.
" No rum, no rum."
?
Temperance Cause.

THE FALSE

Once inside the saloon he

Mead, city magistrate, New York,
reads as follows:?

MISS LAURA HOWARD,

South End Ladies'
" 1 am not a 'temperance crank,' President
Golf Club, Chicago, Cured by
but after my many years' experience
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
as magistrate in the New York
Compound After the Best Docpolice courts, I give it as my opinion
tors Had Failed To Help Her.
that liquor is the greatest curse of
mankind.
can thank
" Dear Mrs. PiNKnAM :?I
to-day. Life
"There are seven police courts in you for perfect health
looked so dark to me a year or two
the borough of Manhattan.
ago. I had constant pains, my limbs
\u25a0welled, I had dizzy spells, and never
"Take rum away, and I am certain that two courts will be sufficient to do all the work.
With no liquor there would be
no wife-beating, and no cruelty to

"

little children.
" Get to the bottom of these
fiendish offenses, and you will find
the black bottle almost every time.
Every ill-used wife who comes before me almost without exception
tells me that her husband is all
right, that he is kind to his children, that he brings his money home
until he begins to drink. Then
everything is changed.
"This statement may startle
you:
" I have passed judgment upon
thousands of wife-beaters.
" This is equivalent to saying that
I have passed judgment upon thousands of whisky bottles, for from
my knowledge of human nature I
know that it is liquor that is the
wife-beater, and not the man. It
would amaze you to know the number of men whom I commit to Blackwell's Island eight times a year.
"The purpose of this article is to
make you moderate drinkers think.
Do not be offended when I intimate
that you, as a moderate drinker,
would ever think of beating your
wife, or kicking your little baby
across the room. You are horrified
at this thought, of course.
" But every wife-beater who ever
came before me was at one time a
drinker.'
' moderate
"Think this over. It may prevent you from becoming a drunkard.
"It is these wife-beating cases
that bring home to me every day
this awful curse of liquor. The history of one case is the history of all.
The wife is usually thecomplainant.
Her brute of a husband is sent to
jail. But if he is a brute, he is also
the bread-winner for his wife and
children, and the pity of it is there
are usually many of the latter. So
in nine cases out of ten she is back
in court within a week to withdraw
the complaint, or with the necessary bail. And it often happens
that the bondsmen she brings with
her is the saloonkeeper who sold
her husband the liquor that made
him beat his wife.
" There is a lesson in all this to
the man who is the moderate drinker
now."

Jones, and because of the
singular ethics of this goodfellowship he feels in duty bound to invite Jones to participate. And Jones
returns the compliment and the
drink. At this juncture, either
recognizes an acquaintance, and the
circle of goodfellowship enlarges.
Then the newcomer, rather than be
considered 'small,' or just to show
that he is as good a fellow as either,
proposes a third drink. And the
third drink is taken. A story is
told; then the bartender, who has
overheard it with such interest that
he at once deems his customers
mighty good fellows,' sets up the
'drinks
on the house.' So jovial and
generous a bartender appeals to the
trio, and then another drink.
So the first to enter, who felt the
need for a drink?that is, one drink
emerges from the saloon more or
less affected, and finds that he has
taken more than is good 'for his
stomach's sake.' Quite often the
little party, now a jolly, not to say
hilarious one, and increased in number by one, two or more additions in
the shape of those 'good fellows'
who are always found about such
places, have found seats at a table,
and they remain until the lights are
put out, and very generally until
they, too, are subjected to the same
treatment. So it is in this way that
a man drinks more than he would
were he at liberty to drink alone,
and according to his personal desires, not according to a tyrannical
code of so-called «goodfellowship.'
is a mistake to suppose that
" Itinvitation
to drink always imthe
for quite often
goodfellowship,
plies
the one who invites does not do so
much because of any good feeling as
from a desire to avoid the appearance of meanness.
" Viewed in any light, the treating habit is one of the worst of
habits. It makes men drunkards
against their will. When men shall
have gotten from under its tyranny
there will be but one class that will regret it?the saloonkeeper; thousands
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
of homes will be gladdened, and
Be temperate in word, also. But
goodfellowship will recover its digdoes not mean that you must
this
nity, and cease to be a barroom bursubmit to the opinions of the
weakly
lesque."
saloon politician and the saloon parA CITY MAGISTRATE'S TESTIMONY. tisan.
Tub Leader of San Francisco intiAn article going the rounds of the mates that the journey of some of
press, and credited to Clarence VV. the delegates to the late A. O. H«
meets

August 28, 1902.
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And the little frogs piping their treble
agree,
And swell the loud notes of the full harmony:
" No rum, no rum."
The musk-rat is digging his hole in the
bank,
Just under the alder-bush growing so
rank;
The caddis-worm's building his house in
the stream
By tte tlickeriug light of the lire-fly's
gleam.
" No rum, no rum."

along,

calls it.
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GOODFELLOWSHIP

OF

TREATING.

gratifying to see that public
sentiment is being aroused against
the pernicious treating custom which
It is

does so much of the devil's work
among those who frequent saloons.
If the treating custom were abolished, it would mean that a very
great part of the drunkenness which
now disgraces our towns and cities
would be done away with. As workingmen are particularly likely to be
tempted this way, we quote with
pleasure the following opinion of
treating, from the Bricklayer and
Mason, the official organ of the
International Union of America:?
The treating habit is nonsensi"
cal. The only defence offered for
it is that it is the means of bringing
together convivial spirits; that it
makes for goodfellowship. Does it i
Not always. How often do we see
two men meet who are on the best
of terms, and feel so good toward each other that they invite
each other to 'come and have a
drink.' The drink is returned, and
again returned, and so on until sober

?

?

'

?

MISS LAURA HOWARD, CHICAGO.
one day how I would feel the
next. I was nervous and had no appetite, neither could I sleep soundly

knew

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, used in conjunction with your Sanative Wash, did
more for me than all the medicines
nights.

and the skill of the doctors. For eight
months 1 have enjoyed perfect health.
I verily believe that most of the doctors are guessing and experimenting
when they try to cure a woman with
an assortmentof complications, such as
mine; but you do not guess. How I
wish ali suffering women could only
know of your remedy ; there would be
less suffering I know."?Laura Howard, 113 Newberry Aye., Chicago, 111.
fSOOO forfeit if abooe testimonial la not genuine.

Mrs. Pinkliaim invites all women who arc ill to write her for
advice. Address Lynn, Mass.,
giving full particulars.

Convention in Denver " was marked
by a long succession of jim-jams."
If this be so, the sooner the A. O. H.
rids itself of such delegates the better.
In one of William E. Curtis's letters to the Chicago Record-Herald
he cites an interesting fact concerning business methods in Sweden.
He notes that in that country the

saloons are closed on Saturday,
which is the universal pay day,
while the savings banks remain
open until midnight Saturday night.
years ago, a New York
contemporary tells us, twenty per
cent, of the employees of the New
York Central Railroad were discharged yearly for drinking. Now
only about one per cent, yearly
are so dismissed. This registers a
decided advance in public opinion
on the temperance question, at least
where it comes to the employment
of men in responsible engineering
or commercial positions.
Twenty

Statistics show that the Jews, as
a race, are relatively exempt from
tuberculosis, although what are regarded as predisposing causes are
present among them to an unmistakable degree. Among the various
reasons assigned for this exemption
from this disease is given their freedom from alcoholism. It is rare to
see a drunken Jew, and the abuse of
alcohol is well known to favor the
growth of the tubercule bacillus."?
School Quanl.

August

THE SACKED HEART UK VIEW.

28, 1902.

OfIIrish nterest.
DUBLIN THE MOST GAELIC CITY.

Speaking before the Gaelic League,
Carrick -on - Suir, Ireland, a few
weeks ago, the Key. Michael Hickey,
professor of Irish at Maynooth, said
part:?\u25a0
"Your attendance here justifies the
assumption that you are determined
to know Irish. My connection with
this work enables me to know something of the organization. In Dublin
county when I went there fifty
branches were affiliated with the
Central Executive ; at present the
number borders on 500. The central branch, which is one of forty in
Dublin city, has 900 members; its
classes cover the whole range of
modern Irish, from A B C to its
highest reaches. Although very
earnest work is being done in Cork
county, with the exception of the
city of Cork, yet it is not proportional to the number of Irish-speaking inhabitants. Yet Cork is one of
the most Irish speaking of the
cities. Of the various parts of Ireland, Cork county, outside the
county Dublin, has done more work
in this movement than the others ;
in

-

and, wonderful to relate, Belfast has
done more work of a thoroughly
satisfactory permanent character
than any place, with one exception,
of which I will speak presently. I
don't think Belfast would seem a
favorable soil for this propagandist

doctrine ; yet, strange to say, nearly
all the Catholic population and all

integral part of Great Britain, governed in English by an English Parliament meeting at Westminster, and
transacting its business in English,
is, nevertheless, distinct, separate
and dissimilar, possessing a language, a history and a literaturethat
is Welsh in every fibre, and English
in nothing. It, too, had to be resurrected, and today results repay the
pains taken in its restoration.
" What has been accomplished for
Wales can be duplicated for Ireland. The people can be educated
in their own language, and thus preserve their ancient and pristine
glory while practically remaining
bilingual. English may be used for
commercial purposes, but Gaelic,
and Gaelic only, for history, poetry,
literature and national achievements;
and, if properly supported, the
Gaelic League will accomplish this
almost superhuman undertaking.
Home Ruler and Revolutionist,
Catholic and Protestant, can all
stand united on its platform and
within its folds, and if this union be
effected a generation hence will see
Ireland entirely nationalized.
"This leads me to remark that
that hackneyed and much abused
phrase, Ireland a nation,' is to
'
thinking minds a senseless expression. Ireland never can be a nation
if the creative force be an act of the

British Parliament.
Forces that
constitute a nation's growth are almost infinite and beyond human
comprehension. The roots of a
civilization older than anything kindred in Europe, capable, if properly
tended, of bringing out what is best
in us, stimulating our national pride,
encouraging our self respect and
self-reliance, and inspiring us with
love and enthusiasm, can alone
make us a nation. A revival of our
ancient language and traditions will
give us back our pride and selfrespect, and with such incentives we
will reconstruct our nation anew
and await with hope and fortitude
the return of that glory of former
centuries when 'Ireland a nation'
accomplished so much for man-

the elements of that complex, heterogenous city have rallied to the old
tongue. But beyond all doubt, the
city of Dublin is most Irish. I suppose there are in the county Galway
more Irish speakers than in all Ireland ; yet Galway can hardly be said
to be in the language movement. In
Dublin there are vast numbers of
fluent Irish speakers today. If such
has been done in Dublin, why not
here? You who are within easy reach
of Irish speakers and an Irish-speaking district as good as any in Ireland, kind."
why not equal them in perseverance
in earnest, strenuous work in the
AmoJO
nugst urselves.
Irish tongue, which is the very bedrock of Irish nationality. It is very
Conducted by Aunt Bride.
interesting and amusing to observe
little children in Dublin streets,
Aunt Bride was asked not long
news-boys and school children, ac- ago for some suggestions as to
cost each other in Gaelic. Whether money making occupations which
it is I am a public character or not, I
would not compel a woman to leave
cannot say, but I no sooner reach her home during the day. Since
Broadstone station than I am greeted then Aunt Bride has run across sevby the children in the streets, no eral accounts of successes achieved
matter what amusement they are at, by home-staying women. These
with " Dhia ijuit," etc. Many of stories may be helpful to her staythem can carry a simple Irish con- at-home correspondent.
versation to any extent. Dublin,
One woman is making a little forfrom being the capital of the Pale, tune doing up pickles. She began
has become the capital of the Gael, in her own kitchen, selling the
a matter of far greater importance." pickles among her acquaintances.
Being enterprising, she induced her
TRUE MEANING OF "IRELAND A grocer to take orders for her.
GradNATION."
ually the demand for her pickles
Writes P. 0. B. O'Donovan, M. A., has grown until a factory full of
L.L. 8., in the Catholic Standard helpers is needed to till her orders.
and Times :
Another woman who has turned
"The Welsh nation, although an her skill in cookery to good account

-

-
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supplies beaten biscuit and thin from house to house every day,
wafers to order. Her wares are cleaning the cages, giving the birds
sold through a local woman's ex- their food, and preparing theirbath.
change, and she has orders for all She knows all about the ailments of
she and her sisters can make.
birds, and how to treat them. In
Still another woman makes a the mating season she attends to
superior brand of salted peanuts the hatching and the bringing up of
and almonds. Her orders come from the young broods. Her charge is
thirty cents a week for a single bird,
the first-class grocery houses.
A St. Louis woman stuffs dates, and a dollar for bringing hatching
after an oriental recipe. She began mothers and nestlings through the
single-handed a few years ago, but perils of the first month.
now has several assistants, and
Still another home woman deamong them they turn out 700 voted three months to learning manipounds of stuffed dates every day. curing, chiropody and hair-dressing
A countrywoman raises mush- and then worked up a profitable
rooms for the New York market, trade attending women in their
averaging fifty cents a pound whole- homes on stated days.
All these are practical things
sale. Another raises Belgian hares,
the
fad
lasts
is
to
likely
and while
which ordinary, untrained women
make considerably more than pin have done. It does not follow, however, that every other woman could
money.
A girl in a suburban town several do as well in the same line. 'Aunt
months ago sent her card to the Bride's girls will please observe one
housewives announcing that she thing which is peculiar to each one
was prepared to take care of lamps of these cases. Push and business
at the rate of two cents a lamp ability were required in every case.
every day. She goes from house to The woman not only had to know
house filling the reservoirs, trim- how to do some one thing excelming the wicks and cleaning the lently well, she had also to have the
chimneys. When a new wick has knack of bringing her wares or her
to the knowledge of those
to be put in, she charges five instead services
who
needed
them. Enterprise and
of two cents. For mending shades goaheadativeness" are really the
" valuable qualities a girl who
or doing other extra services she most
charges a few cents more, according has to earn her own living can cultivate. Don't wait for some one
to the amount of work done.
else
to get you a job. Think of
In Brooklyn, N. V., a middlesomething
you can do, and then go
aged widow has worked up a profit- and offer your services wherever
able business for herself super- you think they may be wanted.
intending dinners, luncheons and Don't be discouraged if they are departies. She lays the table, makes clined in the first place you offer
or in the first dozen places. It
fancy dishes, coaches the wait- them,
is only by keeping everlastingly at
resses, and takes all the responsi- it that anything worth while can be
bility for the refreshments off the accomplished. If you know how to
shoulders of the hostess, who may bake something particularly appebe too busy, too indolent, or too tizing, if you do up preserves of
sort so well that all your friends
ignorant to do it herself. She some
want to taste them, try selling them.
charges five dollars for each affair, Leave some on sale on commission
sometimes clearing fifty dollars a with the woman's exchange and
week.
with your grocer, and put a line in
Another city woman has turned the local paper announcing that
her parlor into a day nursery where they are on sale at those places. If
can do some little service parmothers may leave their children you
ticularly well, and you think other
while they go shopping or calling, people might be willing to pay for
or on any other business. She also it, make the experiment of offering
takes children for the evening while it at reasonable rates. No particular
be done if you do fail.
their parents go to the theatre or to harm will be
richer in experience, if
You
will
other places. In this way she fat- not in purse.
tens her own pocket-book while she
Ai nt Bride.
relieves the mother of anxiety over
of the Deer Season in the
Opening'

what mischief the children are getAdirondaeks Sept. 1st.
ting into while she is away.
It is announced that the deer season
The care of birds is an occupathe Adirondack Mountains opens this
tion so interesting in itself that it in
year on Sept. Ist?just one month earhardly seems as if any woman lier than usual.
Sportsmen who intend enjoying an
would want to hire another to care outing
this season will find that the
for her pet birds. The visiting Boston A: Albany and New York Central,
the heart of the Adironbird's maid, however, is an institu- penetrating
clacks, ailord the best schedules ami
tion in at least one town. She goes train service from New England.
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FrotmheMSoCaagthuzfinliecAfrica. ruiue, aid in a moment he had relinquished his hold of the Captain, and
GRANGER'S DAUGHTER.
was upon me. I grappled my assailant
(Conclusion.)
with a courage out of all proportion to
" I do not?if fortune favors me. If I my weak
state, and soon discovered, unsucceed in a certain enterprise which 1
der his muscular grip, that I was but a
have set my mind upon 1 shall have
in his hands. Together we strugmade enough to call my savings a child
gled, desperately and silently, back and
'modest pile'; meanwhile, take things
from one side of the hut to the
easy. I hope to sell this place in a few forward,
other, until the crazy walls shook again,
days' time, and then, my girl, you and
1 shall travel, and you will have enough and the plaster flew oil them in clouds.
I
see from the tail of my eye that
excitement to banish all recollections of could
Captain was lying exhausted on his
the
Steynsdorp and its ways. We will ship
pillow, and groaning with pain. My
at Durban, and that is why I removed
began to fail me, and I speedily
you from the convent. Have patience a breath
that I stood no chance against
discovered
little longer : take a book, or go to sleep,
my powerful enemy ; he gradually forced
I have important business to see to
me back, inch by inch, until he had me
this night, but I'll be back again on the
bed with one knee on my chest
shortly"
grasping my throat. The
This scrap of conversation, especially and one hand
raised over me with a
other
hand
I
saw
its allusion to the business of the night,
formidableknife in its grip. The blow
not
I
felt
impress
favorably,
did
me
and
fell, and my senses reeled as a burning
in a state of nervous tension to which 1
pain shot through my left side. Then I
accustomed.
As
I
heard
Granger
was
again opened my leaden eyes and saw,
unlatch his door 1 instinctively drew
in a dream, that a woman in white,
farther back into the shade. I noted as if
with
long black hair flowing, stood
strange,
look,
that his face wore a
drawn
in
the
open doorway. The stranger had
while his small eyes seemed to sparkle
bed, knife
like diamonds in the moonlight. He again rushed to the Captain's
in
hand.
Then
the
I recoggirl
whom
closed his hut door and then crept on
tip toe to the window of the Captain's nized as Granger's daughter, uttered a
piercing scream, and rushing from the
hut, and peered in. He seemed surprised to find me absent, but after a lit- door seized the murderous arm with
own, and clung to it with all
tle hesitation drew a key from his both her
pocket, unlocked the door and entered. her weight and strength. The Captain
"So," thought I, "there are two keys was weakly fumbling under the pillow.
The man turned, with a savage growl to
for that door. I wonder what his game
is?" I also crept silently forward, and wrest himself free from the unexpected
the
peeped through the window. Granger encumbrance ; he fiercely tore away
flung
and
then
her
girl's
clasp,
brave
placed a bottle of whisky on the table,
approached the bed, and bent over the from him towards the wall. His violence
her night-gown,
Captain's face, closely scrutinizing it. tore open the bosom of
from him his
threw
her
and
as
he
and
inspection
one,
This
was a brief
as
in the silver
entangled
became
knife
he moved towards the door I again took
locket
which she
large
chain
of
a
silver
in
He
shelter the shade.
came out, re.
neck. The
locked the door, and went off in the di- wore suspended from her
force with which she fell severed the
rection of the barroom.
I pondered over the situation, and the chain upon the knife's edge, and the
or reliquary, as it afterwards
more I thought over the large amount locket
to the floor with a
of ready caßh lying in the room, and our proved to be ?fell
At
ring.
the
same instant a
musical
the
I
excitement,
host's evident
less
Dupont's
hand,
fire
from
sprang
fla»
h
of
liked the position of affairs. The man's
the rufstealthy, cat-like movements filled me a loud report shook the hut, and
the
with forebodings. I resolved to keep fian tumbleddown in a heap beside
gallantly risked
who
brave
had
so
girl
guard,
and
was
about
rewatchful
to
enter my hut when a female form her life to defend the helpless invalid.
1
emerged from Granger's abode. As she From the moment when received my
the
moment
of
fall of my
wound
to
the
stood, glancing upward, in .the full rays
of the moon, I mentally confessed that I assailant only an infinitesimal fraction
than
had never before beheld a fairer vision of time elapsed, far shorter indeed
of
I
of loveliness, etherealized as it was by it takes to write the description it.
preoccupied
as
a
struggle
the
much
the radiance enveloping her. She was saw
tall, with dark hair loosely coiled on top man would gaze on a cinematographic
of her head ; her face was as pale as mar- picture; I remember trying to struggle
ble, and the features as perfect in out- to my feet as a crowd of excited faces
line as the chiselled lineaments of a gazed from the doorway upon the batclassic sculpture. As she glanced timidly tlefield, and then I remember no more.
When I came to myself I felt very
around I noticed that her full dark eyes
glistened with tears. I waited until she weak and feverish. Granger's daughter
entered her hut again, which she did was attending me under the direction of
after a few minutes' apparent medita- the Irish doctor. As my mind became
tion, and then sought my own. My clearer I resolved that my recovery
mind was occupied with the beauty I should, if sure, be certainly slow if my
had just gazed on, and somewhat be- convalescence would banish my fair
wildered by its conjunction with the nurse from my Bide. 1 learned that 1
suspicious looks and doubtful actions of had passed through a comparatively
the beauty's father. This latter reflec- mild phase of brain-fever, and had been
tion reminded me of the whisky bottle, delirious for days.
It was not until I was well advanced
which I promptly emptied by pouring
I was alits contents into the slop-pail, suspect- on the road to recovery that Captain
visit
from
to
receive
a
be
after
lowed
spirit
drugged,
to
which
ing the
1 threw myself upon my bed to think Dupont, who, though by no means robust, was now well able to move about.
over the events of the day.
My long walk, my recent privations, Sitting by my bed, he regarded me with
and the various excitements of the eve- a pleasant smile.
ning must have thoroughly wearied me,
" Well, my lad," he began, " we've
for sleep iiuickly overcame me. I could both had a narrow shave of it, and for
not have slept very long when I was my own part I am not sorry for what
suddenly aroused by loud cries. The has happened. Nay ! lad, I am the hapconfusion of ideas generally accompany- piest man in South Africa through the
ing an abrupt call from slumber soon attack on my gold."
I looked at him with undisguised sur
cleared from my brain, and I sprang to
my feet. I beheld Captain Dupont, prise, and remarked, " It hardly seems
half out of bed, struggling with a tall the best thing for a man's health to
and powerfully built man, who was a have his life threatened, but in your
complete stranger to me. The Captain case it appears to have had a wonderwas shouting for help, but the big man fully curative effect."
He laughed. " We both got a dig in
was grimly silent. But as I jumped from
my bed the stranger's eye encountered the ribs, and my puncture has flooded
?

?
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me with happiness. 1 see you want to
know all about it, so I won't keep you
in suspense any longer. To start from
the beginning. I am the principal director out here of the Auriferous Areas
Company, and have, for some time past,
been negotiating a big deal withtheSwazi
king. Aflairs have at last been satisfactorily settled, and the money lying there
is the first instalment of the purchase
price; a big mining venture will be the
result. With my aid Granger was admitted to large holdings in my company,
and will make a big profit on his speculation. Of course he knew of my trip
with the money from Barberton, and
my business journeys frequently brought
me to his hotel, and consequently his
interest in the safety of the cash was as
deep as my own. My arrival on this occasion was rather earlier than I had intended, and when he found I should be
domiciled with him in the character of
invalid he became horribly frightened
about the safety of thecoin. He always
was a nervous chap, and he knew there
were many desperate characters from
Swaziland in the town for Swaziland
has become a second Alsatia. His
daughter's presenceadded to his anxiety;
he had not seen her for years, and
brought her up here so as to be in readiness for their departureto Durban when
he had sold his property here. He was
proud of the girl, and the great change
which a few years had made in her appearance decided him in his desire to
leave this rough life, and transplant her
to some more congenial scene. Now
Granger had seen Big Bates, one of the
worse known desperadoes in these parts,
attentively watching you carrying in my
saddle, and the scamp probably guessed
by its weight what it contained. This
made Granger more nervous than ever.
He took many precautions against anyone entering my hut should you be absent, and even changed the bottle of
whisky in case the first one supplied was
drugged."
" Yes, I saw that through the window,
and it helped to confirm the suspicions
I had formed against Granger's honesty," 1 remarked.
His nervousness communicated itself to his daughter, who was unable to
sleep, fearing all sorts of unknown evils.
At last she was aroused from her reveries by the noise of the scuille in our
hut, and, reckless of all danger, she
rushed into our hut without any thought
but that her father was in danger "
" Well, he was in no danger at any
rate," I broke in.
" Her father was in great danger, as
you will learn presently "
"And Bates?" I enquired.
"Oh, he is all right. I smashed his
villanous right arm with my bullet, and
when that is patched up he will have to
stand his trial at the next Circuit Court.
But the strangest thing of all is to
come. In falling, a locket was torn
from Edith's neck by Bates"
" Her name is Edith," I murmured.
"And that locket," continued Dupont, " was the means of restoring to
me a child whom I had long mourned as
dead. That old silver case was a reliquary which had been worn for many
years by my dear wife, who died when
our child was but an infant. I recognized it at once when I saw Edith examine it afterwards to see whether it
had sustained any injury, and my subsequent inquiries revealed all. It was a
blessed moment for me when that brute
of a horse threw me."
He paused for a while in thought, and
I was too much amazed to interrupt his
?

"

?

?

meditations.

With a sigh, he resumed : " Shortly
after my wife's death 1 was called upon
to proceed to Peru on a leigthy pros-
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one enterprisefollowing upon the heels

of another, but the people in charge of
my child wrote pretty regularly, and I
was satisfied that she was in good hands.
You may imagine my dismay when at
last returning to my own country I
found that both the old people were
dead, one dying shortly after the other,
as is the way of old married couples, and
no trace of my child could I find from
that bitter day until the present time.
There is no need for me to tell you how
I searched for her, and how I suffered.
All I could learn was that a strange man
took the child away at the old people's
death, and all traces of him vanished.
Thanks to the reliquary which I left
with the child when I departed for Peru,
have been reunited, and after
our
many long years, the mysterious ways of
Providence have led me to my goal. My
enquiries from Granger elicited the fact,
startling to me, but common-place
enough in itself, that he was the only
son of the old people with whom I had
left my daughter. He was of a wild and
restless disposition, and ran away from
home. After many years ' absence in

'

South Africa, where he had made a comfortable sum of money at trading and
hotel keeping, he paid a flying visit to
the old folks at home, only to find his
father buried, and his mother dying.
After her death he felt so lonely himself
that he sympathised with the lonely
child ; he was captivated by her winning
ways, resolved to adopt her, and took
her back with him to South Africa,

knowing positively nothing of my existence."
"The ways of Providence are indeed
strange!" said I, "and I have been
taught a lesson. You will never catch
me judging a man by his countenance
again. I mistook his anxiety for villainy.
I certainly judged him wrongly, but I
could have sworn he had designs upon

that £5,000."
"And so I had," said Granger's voice
from the doorway, " but all my designs
were for its protection. You will do
right never again to judge the book by
the cover."
"Edith is a fine girl," cried the
Captain, "and has nursed you like a
sister. You must hurry up, and get
well again, when you will find a nice
round sum in the Standard Bank and a
billet in my company awaiting you."
The Captain was as good as his word.
No, I'm sorry to say my tale has not the
conventional ending. I did not marry
Edith, though Bhe and I are still the very
best of friends. Her fancy strayed in
the direction of a big Inspector of Cape
Police, who is now her husband. On
their veranda in East London there is
always a chair waiting to welcome me
when my duties at the Auriferous Areas
Company's office permit me to indulge
in a holiday, and Captain Dupont makes
their home his own whenever the vagabond spiiit of the gold-aeeker allows
him to settle down to a spell of qniet
domesticity.

FSaAWeigrop,cRcut.SAtaterls1c-,2ia?Spe ltractions.

According to the large entries by exhibitors and special attractions by the
society, the Worcester Agricultural Society Fair is to be the greatest affair ever
held in Worcester.
The Boston & Albany K. K. will make
special excursion rates from all stations
on the line within the state, and the fare
from Boston, including admission to the
Fair, will be only $1 ISO.
Tickets will be on sale Sept. lBt and
-!nd good returning until Sept. ;ird, in-

pecting expedition. Of course it was
impossible to take Edith with me, so
I left her in charge of an old couple,
who had long been attached to my
family. I was away about five years, clusive.

;
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BISHOP McFAUL'S ADDRESS.

At the National Convention of Federation, held at Chicago, August
5, 1902, Bishop MeFaul spoke, in
part, as follows:
?

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen:
Let me assure you that I am glad of this
opportunity to speak on some of the important questions in winch Federation has
been engaged. It is true that, up to the
present, this movement has not been able
to exert the influence in behalf of Catholic
interests, which is its aim, because it is as
yet only in a formative state. No one,
therefore, could have expected the results
to be so extensive and effective as if the
organization were perfected and moving
alongfamiliar lines.
At this time, it is some encouragement to
know many are convinced that, if this
organization had been ready for action at
the outbreak of hostilities between Spain
and America, the religious difficulties incident to the occupation of our new possessions might have received the immediate
attention which would have allayed, if not
prevented, the unfortunate friction now so
deeply deplored, and the selection of commissions to adjust the relations of religion
to the state might havebeen such as to prevent the enkindling of religious animosity.
Federation, however, has not been idle
and has demonstratedits utility as well as
its necessity. Any one acquainted with
the agitation developed by the Catholic
press and the organizations connected with
or in sympathy with Federation must admit that, since the suggestion of this movement, public opinion has been formed and
focused upon the religious and educational
interests of Catholics with an intensity
heretoforeunknown in the history of America. This public opinion has had due
weight in the repeal of the odious marriage
order issued in Cuba by General Brooke;
it likewise brought into prominence the
grievances complained of by Catholics, and
inclined the administration to a proper regard for their rights. It is often necessary
for the citizen to encourage public officials
in the performance of duty and the distribution of justice by an enlightened, persistent and out-spoken demand for the
protection of constitutional guarantees.
The calm, intelligent observer must admit that some of the statements, made in
the public press regarding the situation in
the Philippines, were either incorrect or
exaggerated. He will, however, not expect infallibility, when he is aware of the
difficulties in the way of obtaining information, even when the correspondents are
on the ground. There was, nevertheless,
a very substantial foundation of truth in
moot of the reports, which amply justified
the strictures made upon those accountable
for the abuse of power. There is no reason,
therefore, to criticise adversely the action
taken by this Federation and various organizations in sympathy with it, the Catholic press, or the bishops and priests who,
representing [certain dioceses, protested
against injustice and requested an investigation to determine the truth or falsehood
of alleged facts. On the contrary, such
action was highly commendable and the
plain duty as well as the privilege of every
citizen under our system of government.
The national administration naturally regarded the position taken as eminently
proper and endeavored to obtain the information desired, as well as to clear itself of
everysuspicion of hostility to the interests
ofreligion and education, and the rights of
the friars in the Philippines.
No one is foolish enough to admit that in
affairsof so important a nature mere denials
are conclusive, particularly when made by
interested parties. We had already been
warned to be on our guard by previous
contradictions of reports which were afterwards proved true and found worse than.
at first suspected. When the news arrived
that the Catholic churches in the Philippines were desecrated and looted, officers
of high rank in the army attempted to refute the charges, yet the desecration and
looting of these sacred edifices are now so
certain that claims for damages to ecclesiastical property will be accepted by the
government. Reports, too, of the frightful
spread of drunkenness and immorality,
after the occupation of Manila by the
American army were vigorously assailed.
Is there now any one who has the audacity
to question their truth ? Since then we
have all heard of the " Water Cure," and
the murderous orders issued by an Amer?
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icau general. The perpetration of these existed in the schools. There arc, accordoutrages was unknown for a time; they ing to the records of the War Department,
were, however,so flagrant that it was im- between three and four thousand Filipino
possible to keeji them from the knowledge teachers, and !>H7 American teachers. The
of the public. The introduction alone of latter number includes eighteen or ninethe public school system was just cause teen Catholics. In obtaining American
teachers only about a half-dozen Catholic
for alarm.
In the face of so many denials of what institutions were asked to propose candiwere discovered to be incontrovertible dates, whereas over 100 non-Catholic colfacts, the silence of Americans, especially leges, teachers' agencies, etc., furnished
of American Catholics, since they were the balance at the request of the authori-

principally interested, would have been
culpable, not to say disgraceful. It is no
reply to say that: "Catholics should possess
their souls in peace; the administration
will do justice." Granting that the administration is anxious to do justice, the
crime of misinforming it as to the true
Catholic position is all the more grievous.
Why should the administration have been
led to believe that Catholics were satisfied
with what had been done in the Philippines, when the very contrary was the
fact?
In this connection it is well to remember
that non-Catholics often act unjustly
towards the Church and her members,
because we do not bring them to realize
our point of view They seldom place
themselves in our position and ask what
would be their feelings if we acted toward
them as they act toward us. I do not
doubt that, if the Filipinos were Protestants, and Catholics were to vilify their
preachers, establish a system of schools
among them to which they were opposed
on religious grounds, there "would be such
an uprising as would shake the foundatiens
of the Republic. And I honor them for their
courage. This is the spirit which built up
American liberty and laid the foundations
of our institutions, and it the same disposition that will preserve them and hand
them down unstained to our children.
Looking at theresults so far obtained by
this agitation, and, presuming, as we have
a right, that the administration is anxious
to handle the situation in the Philippines
with due regard for the interests of the
Church and Catholic citizens, we are compelled to congratulate all those who have
participated in it, chiefly because such
strong and opportune assistance enabled
the administration to uphold the honor of
our country, notwithstanding the outcry
made by the bigots that " The friars must
go; no compromise, with the Vatican." It
is greatly to the credit of the Catholic
press of the United States, and to all those
organizations of Catholics that enlisted
in this agitation, that they assumed so determined and courageous a position during
the alarm shown by weak-kneed Catholics
and advocates of partisanship. Had Catholics remained silent under such provocation and while injustice was attempted
upon their co-religionists across the sea,
they would have displayed a disinterestedness deserving of the severest censure.
It has been said that as the friar question
was in the hands of the Vatican, that Catholics should have allowed it to rest there.
This is very true, and there is certainly no
evidence of anything but confidence in the

wisdom of the Vatican, and just pride in
the fact that agitation helped to bring the
question where it properly belonged, and
out of the domain of party politics. We
are satisfied that if such a course had been
pursued all along in Philippine affairs, the
government would now have the islands
in much better civic condition.
The main trouble with some of our people is that they imagine all problems can
be solved with a few strokes of the pen, or
one or two diplomatic flourishes. It is to
be hoped that they have profited by the
lessons of experience, and will know better for the future. However this maybe,
Federation proposes to keep up the agitatatiou, and invites the assistance of the
Catholic press, confident that a strong, intelligent public opinion is necessary to
point out the way and aid the administration in the arduous and difficult work demanding attention in our new possessions.
This organization is deeply interested in
obtaining just treatment for thefriars, who
have suffered under so many cruel calumnies, and shall watch with eagerness the
educational interests of the Filipinos.
In response to a protest and a petition
addressed to his excellency, the President
of the United States, the War Department
sent the Federation two letters containing
information as to the total number of
teachers employed, the number sent from
this country, and the institutions whence
the teachers came. It was denied therein
hat proselytism was either committed or

ties. Here discrimination against Catholics is evident.
There may be found some who will deny
that, under any circumstances, Catholic
teachers could have been found in sufficient
number. The same reply has been made
before regarding the scarcity of chaplains
in the army and navy. A bishop, here
and there, has been asked to supply a
priest, and may have been unable. When,
however, has any determined effort been
made to obtain Catholic chaplains, and
how many bishops have been asked for
priests '.' There is not the slightest doubt
that had the invitation for Catholic teachers been extended to all the Catholic institutions of the United States, a very large
number of capable teachers might have
been procured.
The impression has gone abroad that
America is furnishing educational facilities to the Filipinos for the first time, and
that the people were in a state of dense
ignorance. This is another calumny. The
Filipinos were not civilized and Christianized, as we have conferred those blessings
upon the Indians of America, by rifle bullets which consigned them to quiet habitations beneath the sod. During centuries
the friars dwelt with the tribes of the Philippines, and it is to them that they are indebted for whatever they possess of education and religion. They are a chaste and
a pure people, unaware of many of the
vices of civilizition until American soldiers occupied their soil.
" Like priests, like people," is an old and
a true saying. It is, therefore, impossible,
judging from results, that the friars are
anything but a holy, pious body of men,
zealously devoted to their calling. We
know the tree by its fruits. There may
have been, here and there, a few who forgot their holy vocation, but instances of
depravity must have been very rare. At
all events, no sufficient proof has as yet
been brought forward to justify the
charges of immorality.
With regard to education, the United
States Commissioner informs us "that the
public elementary school system, required
by Spanish law, whatever its defects, was
widely diffused over tbe archipelago,
when the Americans arrived." One of the
le.ters received by the Federation from the
War Department declares that " it is the
purpose of the Philippine government to
maintain in the archipelago the same kind
of free non-sectarian instruction which exists in the United States, and which has
proved to be for the interest of religion
and all religions." This is an astounding
assertion, since every one knows that the
American public school system has been
one of the chief factors in leaving millions
of Americans without the boundaries of
any religious organization ; in fact, that it
has contributed largely to the dechristianizing of America.
In conclusion, let me draw your attention to the position maintained by the
Federation during the delicate and important negotiations between the Taft Commission and the Vatican?a position which
should convince friend and foe alike that
it cannot be swerved from its course, nor
from the prosecution of its high purposes
by hostile criticism, and that it is conscious of the value of silence at critical
moments. Let it be clearly understood
that Federation shall pursue the lines
suggested by its executive and advisory
bards, and shall keep up peaceful agitation until all these problems shall be
solved in accordance with justice. It is
its aim to protect the interests of Catholics, whether at home or abroad, and in
affecting this by constitutional methods
its members do not doubt that they are
exemplifying their loyalty to their Church
as well as to the flag of the I'nited States."
A Mother's Milk

may not lit the requirements of her own
offspring. A failing milk is usually a
poor milk. Itorden's Kagle Brand Condensed Milk has been the standard for
more than forty years. Send for book
" Babies," 71 Hudson St., X. Y.
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THE IRISH PUBLICAN IN POLITICS.
A correspondent of an Irish contemporary writes:
"The publican (saloonkeeper) is,
to a great extent, under the control
of the police; what is sometimes
termed the national organization'
'
is, to a great extent, under the control of the publican. Then before
the people of Ireland acknowledge
any organization as the national
?

organization, they should, I think,
insist on the publican withdrawing
from it, because the publican's remaining in and exercising influence
over the people's organization means
ruin to Ireland and success to the

police."
This is good practical talk. A man
who talked this way, however, in
some Irish Nationalist circles in the
United States would be labelled a
crank or a fanatic by a certain
school of eloquent leaders.
According to a decision of the
United States Circuit Court of Appeals at St. Louis, a saloonkeeper

may be held responsible for the
death of a patron of his place in the
event that death follows an accident
resulting from the inebriated condi-

tion of the patron.
WANTED? A position as priest's housekeeper by a thoroughly reliable ami experienced woman. Best references. AnMress
Mrs. W, care of Sacred If>am Kkvibw.
In Oak and

Rawhide.

All of our readers who admire the quaint
and dignified simplicity of the Mission
furniture should not fail to turn to the
advertisement of the Paine Furniture
Company in another column today. A trial
of the pieces now on exhibition by this
house shows that the old Spanish monks
who built their monasteries in the wilderness of southern California a century and
a half ago, thoroughly understood the
principles of comfort, and knew how to
work them out in oak and rawhide.

CHAS. STRATTON & SON
Dealers in

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS
77 Leverett St.i Boston.
Lowest Prices for Solid Goods.

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE FRIARS.
READ

THE FRIARS IN THE
PHILIPPINES,
By Rev. Ambrose Coleman, 0. P.

Paper, 25 cents.

Cloth, 50 cents.

At all Bookstores.

Marlier & Company, Limited,
PUBLISHKRS,

173 Trcmunt Street,
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THE SACKED HEAET ItE VIEW.
can keep alloat with very, very
little effort if he will turn on his back
and keep his chest inflated. It is the
simple matter of floating, which every
swimmer knows and finds very easy. If
the swimmer will keep cool and lloat,
the cramping limb will frequently relax
after a little and he will find himself as
well as ever.- Outing.

THE DREADED LIGHTNING BOLT. that he
In the year 1900 in the United States
713 persons were killed by lightning ami
973 injured by it. Of the killed, .'91 lost
their lives out of doors, 158 in houses,
f)7 under trees and 50 in barns; :)27 received their injuries in houses, 24;! in
the open, 57 in barns and -29 under trees.
Since 1890 statistics as to the loss of life
by lightning have been collected by the
national weather bureau, and they show
that from 700 to 800 persons are killed

by lightning each year. Prof. A. J.
Henry of the bureau has recently prepared a report showing that there are
four lightning areas or belts in the United
States; west of Denver the record of
deaths is less than one to 10,000 square
miles; taking the state of Maine and the
territory north and west of St. Paul and
in a sweep southward, taking in the
territory between Denver and Memphis
and including Galveston and Florida,
the death rate from lightning varies between one and three to 10,000 square
miles; in northern and western Illinois,

Iowa, Missouri, Tennessee, Alabama,

Georgia, North Carolina and South Carolina the death rate rises to between
three and live in every 10,000 square
miles.
Figures show that there is less peril
from lightning in the cities than in the
Metallic roofs, steel frames,
country.
telegraph and telephone and the electric
light wires in cities relieve the electric
tension during thunderstorms. Of course
the risk is greater where the population
is larger. In 10,000 square miles where
there was no human being, nobody could
be killed by lightning. If there were
100,000 people there the chances would
be 100,000 times as great as if there was
only one, but the operationsof lightning
being thoroughly in the realm of chance,
so far as hitting a particular individual
is concerned, the very first stroke that
occurred in the 10,000 square miles might
kill the single human being that had
entered that tract the day before. There
might be very great danger in a city,
notwithstanding all the metallic dissipators crowded there, so Prof. Henry apparently determined that the people in the
cities should not pride themselves on
exemption. He remarks that "should
a cloud with a tremendous store of
energy quickly approach, all the wires
in ten cities would not prevent it from
discharging right and left until its store
of energy had been dissipated."
The total number of deaths and injuries is so small in proportion to the population, that if ordinary well-known
precautions are taken none need be?as
so many are? in bondage all their lifetime through fear of being struck by
lightning. Christian Advocate.

SPIDERS.
Spiders are an unsociable, misanthropical race at the best of times, and usually
regard each other with the most uncompromising aversion. This embitters all
social intercourse, so that a spider, wandering by accident into his brother's
web, is received in a manner that if "a
little more than kin," is certainly "less
than kind." Instead of hospitably entertaining his visitor, mine hosteitherdrops
by a line thread and disappears from view
or promptly prepares to tight him. Eviction is not his object, but capture with
ulterior designs upon the body, which,
with a wise forethought, the master of
the house already destines for the larder.
But, putting aside these prudent considerations, it is a grand?albeit a savage
?sight to witness the encounter when
the combatants are well matchedfor size
and strength. The cautious advance,
with a delicate testing of threadson both
sides; the wily feint, followed by a precipitate retreat, and wild dangling of the
hero suspended in mid-air; and then the
headlong rush and death-grapple, handto-hand, foot-to-foot, which is rendered
very impressivewhen six legs arebrought
into active requisition at once on either
side.

aSensdNonsense.

August 23, 1902.
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tion; and young George Tidley, who had
caused it all by falling from the woodshed roof on to fifty-six glass jars of
Johnny.? Because heat expands and fruit, just put up, lay on the bed and
blinked at the sunshine that filtered
cold contracts.
through the blind.
11k was practical, and had been mak"Auntie," said he.
ing love on that basis. "Can you cook?"
Yes, dear."
"
he inquired.
"fwas a good thing it happened,
"
"Can you supply everything to be wasn't it'.' That achy tooth I've been
cooked?" she replied. It was a match. dreadin' t' have pulled got knocked out,
an' we can save th' fifty cents we'd have
Customer. What right have you to had t' pay th' dentist."
charge such high prices? Why, confound
it! I can get better food and bettor cookDON'T FIDGET.
ing in cheap restaurants.
New Waiter.? Yes, but those cheap
Don't fidget. That means [tower goplaces don't take so much time to get ing to waste. The one who paces a
room restlessly, or drums his fingers, or
your order roady.
twirls his hat, is using strength aim" Yov don't have any ruins in this lessly. Xone of us have any surplus. If
blawsted country," said the British we are making our lives count as we
scion to his future father-in-law.
should, we have ways of utilizing every
"No," said the old man, " we don't. ounce of energy, physical or mental.
And you won't have any left in Kngland
Fidgety people never inspire confidif your noble army of titled paupers can ence. Strength should be controlled.
marry enough of our ricli Yankee girls In an emergency we turn instinctively to
to put new roofs on your old castles."
one who is steady, composed, deliberate.
The friend who is fidgety and fussy may
"P a, what does
absentmindod ' have as good brains and as warm a heart
as the other, but somehow it never occurs
mean?"
lean on him in our need.
"My boy, that's easy. Did you ever to us to fidget.
Practice sitting quietly
Don't
stop to think?"
in your chair without either twirling
"Yes."
your lingers or swinging your feet.
Learn to wait without pacing the room
"And your thoughts ran on?"
like a captured animal in a cage. The
"Yes."
harder it seems, the more necessary is
"Well, that's it."
the lesson.

Teacher. ?Why is it that the inhabitants of the south are large and tho F.squimaux so very small.

?

'

In a small school an inspector was examining a class in geography. He had
failed to puzzle the bright youngsters,
and in despair demanded at last to know
what is the equator. There was a momentary pause, and the inspector smiled
triumphantly. Hut the smile had hardly
got to its widest limits when a liercelooking boy with a shock of tangled
hair growled out the answer: " The
'quator," said he, " is a menagerie lion
running round the earth."

Deafness Can Not Be Cured
by local applications, as they can not reach
the diseased portion of the car. There is
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is
by constitutional remedies. Deafness is
caused by an inflamed condition of the
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube gets inflamed you have a
rumblingsound or Imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed Deafness is the result, and unless the inflammation can be

taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed
forever; nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed
condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
can not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Send for circulars, free
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
W Sold by Druggists, 76c.

The Editor's Song.
How dear to my heart is the steady subscriber,
Who pays in advance at the birth of
"What's tliat mamma?" asked a
each year.
Who lays down two dollars and offers them child on seeing the lightning.
"It is lightning, my dear," said
gladly,
And casts 'round the office a halo of mamma.
cheer;
"Well, what makes it?" she queried.
\u25a0
NATIONAL
Who never says, "stop it; I can not afford Mamma told her that she was too young
I 16.600 FRANCS AT PARIS
to understand it then.
it!"
Or " I'm getting more papers now than
" Oh, I know!" she exclaimed with
eyes aglow: " I know now what makes
I can read."
But always says, "send it, the family all it. They are rubbing matches up there
like it.
to light the stars."
In fact we think it a household need."
When overworked, the. nerve* become un.tninr;, saaI and a weakened condition of th* body la the result; H
the energle* are relaxed and attack! ot Cold, I
The late Mackintosh of Mackintosh, I then
How welcome he is when he steps in the
\u25a0 Stomaeb Trouble*, Typhoid and Malarial fever* I
chief
of
a
was
once
on
a
\
u
25a0
clan,
sanctum.
Scotch
follow.
ilna-Lan-iche free* strength to lb* aarrsa and I
How he makes our hearts throb! How visit to London. During his stay he \u25a0 muscle*,
elds digestion, purifies and \u25a0*,\u25a0!\u25a0*\u25a0\u25a0 lbs I
ud, sad build, op the entire .y.tem. **
I
he makes our eyes dance!
got into a dispute with his cab-driver
Paris: 22 Rue Drotiot.
We outwardly thank him
we inwardly over the fare.
| dew E, Fougera & Co., 30 N. Wiinam St. ]
bless him?
"Perhaps you do notknow who lam,"
The steady subscriber who pays in
he
said at last, when other arguments
advance.
failed. "I am the Mackintosh."
BELLCtoMPAtNY,
"I don't care if you're the humberella
SWIMMERS' CRAMP.
"I bought that canary for a song,"
7**"
"V
'
\
u25a0%«
?
.
too,"
returned the unimpressed cabby.
said Mrs. Tenspot in a dejected tone.
six,
If swimmers could be trained to keep
fare
is
Mrs.
"The
one
and
and
that's
replied
"Well?"
Gazzam.
what I want."
cool under all circumstances there would
"Well, he won't sing."
be comparatively little drowning among
The Parisian journals at present
bathers and summer pleasure seekers.
Wells.
Did Christian Science cure
abound with anecdotes of the elder
Cramp is usually assigned as the cause you of rheumatism?
PL \
when some good swimmer drowns. But
Syckley.?Xo: but rheumatism cured Dumas, the celebration of the centenary
ta».
/ \u25a0^C \S»
of his birth having led to a general
cramp in reality ought to be nothing me of Christian Science.
search among reminiscences. The folserious. Usually it affects only an arm
lowing is very characteristic of the great
or a leg, or may be, only a hand or foot.
Helen. ?Young Softleigh proposed to
Any moderately good swimmer can keep me last night. He ought to have known writer: "Dumas, it is well known, was
often in financial difficulties, and was
afloat with one arm, or even without the beforehand that I should refuse him.
well acquainted with the ways and
use of that; yet good swimmers are
Mattie. I'm sure he did, dear.
methods of the bailiffs. One day a person
drowning every week as the result of
cramp. If such fatalities were analyzed "The ignorant man feels proud and glad called upon him and asked him to subscribe twenty francs toward the exthey would be more properly classed as
Fast Twin-Screw Passenger Service
Of all that he knows, butlo!
drownings from fright and loss of nerve. The thoughtful scholar is made quite sad pense of burying a bailiff.
BOSTON
to LIVERPOOL
"Twenty francs to bury a bailiff."
This comes from the fact that every one
(VIA QUEENSTOWN.)
By all that he doesn't know."
in
funds
water,
fear
Dumas.
I'm
not
quoth
"Well,
is taught in childhood to
the
Sailing from Pier 7, Hoosae Tunnel Docks,
and comes as a grown man and a swimHow did your baseball game come just now, but here's forty francs. <Jo Charleatown, on WEDNESDAYS.
"
Saloon, $65 and $80 upward, according to
and bury a couple."
mer to fear cramp. The average opinion is out?"
steamer. Second Saloon, $40. Third class at
low rates.
that the man who is attacked when swimthe
witli
us."
They
mopped
ground
"
THE LOSS AND THE GAIN.
mingjin deepwater is as good as drowned.
" I thought they would when I heard
Therefore, when a swimmerfeels a leg or you call them a scrub nine."
Gibraltar, Genoa, Naples.
The doctor's bill was four dollars; Mr.
an arm begins to cramp he is frightened,
Patient.? oh, dear, I liave such a Tidley abandoned a business trip that Saloon rates, $75upward; 2d Saloon, $50 & $60.
in most cases, entirely out of his wits.
was worth an even two hundred; Mrs.
Sailing list and full particulars of
He loses his head, begins to splash and hard time breathing with my lungs.
Doctor. You would have a harder Tidley lost three nights' sleep and KICHABDS, MILLS «? CO., Han's Acta.,
paw and struggle, and then goes down.
plunged into a gulf of nervous prnstr**
77-81 State St., Unaton.
What the swimmer should remember is time trying to breathe without them.
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